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ANTA FE NEW M EXICAN.
.

WASHINGTON

THE HONORS
--

ARE EVEN.

.

SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1900.

SECOND EDITION

VOL. 3T

NOTES.

LLEWELLYN'S

The Albuquerque Land Grant Bill
0. S. District Attorneyship.

-

The

CONTEST,

Special to the New Mexican.
Vashingtori December
It is Alleged That He Was Not
Both the British and the Boers Meet Pedro Perea and Delegate-elec- t Delegate
Ber
S.
nard
Rodey were before the senate
Eeverses and Sustain Heavy
Fairly Defeated by His
committee on public lands
and
Casualties,
Opponent,
made arguments in favor of the bill
confirming the Albuquerque land sant.
Senator Berry, of Arkansas, rep irted
DEWET'S FURIOUS CHARGES. the bill favorably, and it was placvl a. THE ELEPHAnTbUTTE DAM
17.

y,

He Was Bspulsed Twioa But at Last Suc
ceeded in Breaking Through the British Lines A Company of British
Cavalry Captured.

the calendar.
The fight over the district attn'rayship of New Mexico is very hot. Frank
W. Clancy, of Albuquerque, is gaining
strength. Col. R. E. Twitchell haa lift
Washington on his return home. Governor Otero and Judge McMillan have
also left Washington. The governor expects to go by way of Wheeling, W. Va
and will reach Santa Fe Saturday or
Sunday next. He had his leave exti-ned accordingly.

Maseru, December 17 It appears thut
Dewet'B forces were twice repulsed be
fore breaking through the British linos
in the neighborhood of Thaba N'C'hu.
In the third attack Dewet led in person.
CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION.
With a few determined men he C'havm?d
of
"and broke the British lines, the rest
his command following. He was forced, A Conference at Chicago Discussing Labor
however, to leave in the hands of the
Problems,
and fifteen wagBritish a
17. A conference
December
Comstores.
and
Chicago,
ammunition
with
ons,
mandant Haasbroeke tried to iwt on "Industrial Conciliation and Arbi
through at Spring Kants Nek, but was tration," under the auspices of the Na
tlonal Civic Federation, began here to
driven-baclosing forty men.
k,
BOERS RELEASE BRITISH PRIS- day. The conference has as its object
the stirring up of public sentimctv, b;
ONERS.
London, December 17. The following means of intelligent discussion between
and employes,
dispatch has been received' from Lord representatives of labor of
definite acrather than the taking
Kitchener:
"Pretoria, December 15. Five oliiceis tion. Carroll D. Wright, United States
and 316 men, the Magaliesberg prison- commissioner of labor, delivered an ad
dress on "Trade Boards of Concilia ion
ers, have been released.
"The Boers surrounded and captured and Arbitration Abroad,"
John J. Mitchell, president of the
120 of Brabant's cavalry in a deflic in
United Mine Workers of America, sfild
he Sastrone district.
there has not been a great strike in
BITTER FIGHTING.
"The Boers who attacked Vryheid on which the miners engaged that they
December 10 lost 100 killed and wo.md-e- had not first tried to apply the principle
before they retired. The flgMing of conciliation and arbitration.
lasted all day. The British loss was LTHE CONSTITUTION
FLAG.
six killed, nineteen wounded and thirty
missing. Our casualties include two officers."
Argument Commences in Important Oases
Kitchener also reports that, a llnei
Before the U. S. Supreme Court.
force divided, one part moving south
December 17. Chief Jus
Washington,
ami the other west.
advanced a number
tice Fuller
A BRITISH VICTORY.
of cases involving the relation between
London"," December 17, 5 p. m. The reso as
port of another severe battle, resultins the United States and Porto Elco,
in a Britishvictory, is current hers. Ac- to be heard with the De Lima cas .. in
which this question is at issue. Hhu Dp
cording to the story, fighting began at
y
and lasted several Lima case is set for January 7.
daybreak
TWO IMPORTANT CASES.
hours. The Boers numbered 1500 to 2000
December 17. In the
Washington,
men, were surrounded on the Orange
arriver and totally defeated with , very United States Supreme court
a
in
de
two
was
cases,
gument
begun
A
heavy losses in killed and wounded.,
were can cision in which is expected to fit the
number of Roer.,.it is
status of Porto Rico and the Philiptured.
pine islands, as well as the other insular" possessions acquired through the
FROZEN AND DROWNED,
war with Spain, with respect to the
United States proper;
whether
Tossed by the Waves and Exposed1 to the their
people are citizens and to indicate
whether the constitution follows jhej
Cold for Several Days,
,
M.
- Manitowoc,
Wis., December 17. The nag. One case is that of John
Goetze, who in June,. 1899, impoi ted
steamer Manhattan arrived here
with W. H. Shields and William Ma- - from Porto Rico a quantity of leaf toof Squaw is bacco into the United States through
cauley, lighthouse-keepe- r
'land, ami the. bodies of Mrs. Shields and New York, and who protested against
her niece, Mrs. Mary Davis, who ,er the assessment of duty on the lmpo. Nation. The other case is known as the
i shed of cold.
They were found lashed
to an overturned yawl. They had J.een fourteen diamond ring case. In that
thus exposed since Friday, when ''cap- suit the claimant is Samuel Pepke, who
sized by a squall While sailing from the served as soldier of the United States in
island to the mainland. Lucien Morclen: Luzon, Philippine islands. While there
of Montague, Mich., another occupant he purchased or acquired the .rings in
of the boat, was drowned. The rescued question, and brought them into the
United States without paying duty on
men were badly frozen.
them. The rings were seized at Chica
go by a United States custom officer a?
THE OSCAR L. BOOZE DEATH.
merchandise liable to duty.
d

AND-TH-

to-d-

to-d- ay

,

"

to"-d:-

THE CHINESE SITUATION.

'

It

is Being Investigated by a Board of
'
Inquiry.
Bristol, Pa., December 17. The military board of inquiry appointed by the
secretary of war to investigate the
charges- - made by relatives and friends
of Oscar L. Booze, a former West Point
cadet, that he came to his death on December 3 at his home here as a result
of hazing by fellow-cadeat the acac1
emy-twyears ago, began taking testiThe board consists
mony here
of Maj. Gen. John B. Brooke, Brig. Gen.
Alfred E. Bates and Col, J. H. Clouse,
deputy judge advocate general. The
entire Booze family was present. Mr.
Booze stated that Oscar entered the
academy oh June 10, 189S. Soon aftr
letters were received from him stating
that he had been hazed.
ts

y.

David H. Nichols Bead.
Boulder, Colo., December 17. David
H. Nichols, lieutenant governor during
the Walte administration, died last
night, aged 74.
A German Frigate Founders.
Madrid, December 17. The German
training frigate Gnelsenau foundered
off Malaga and forty persons wore
drowned?
COMMANDER
S'JI- COMMITTED
CIDE.
Malaga, December 17. It is rumored
that the commander' of the Gnelsenau
committed suicide. Of 450 persona on the
boat, 314 were saved. The nephew of
the imperial chancellor, Count von
I
' ubaaiu, , tBj 11...'. If-- V'.U
saved, though Injured about the head.
A sailor who survived the wreck went
mad. The first engineer, assistant engineer and a number of petty ofiU'trs
were drowned.

A Temporary Disagreement on Account of

Great Britain's Demands.
17. Definite instilla
tions have been received by Sir Ernest
Mason Satow, the British minister, an!
he now demands a modification of the
joint note. This means further delay.
A PASTORAL LETTER.
17. Caidinui
December
London,
Vaughn Issued a pastoral Ietfer on I he
subject of the Chinese massacres, de
claring that the political encroachments of the European powers especially Germany and Russia, are largely responsible for the recent uprisings. The
letter is supposed to be inspired b :he
'
Vatican.
A DISAGREEMENT.
Washington, December 17. Such re
ports as the state department had from
Mr. Conger up to the present fail to develop any satisfactory reason for thd
insistence of the British government
upon amending the Pekin agreement on
one hand, or for the hesitation of the
foreign ministers in acceding to the
amendment on the other. The British
suggestion appears to be nothing more
than the elimination of the explanatory
phrase, which in no degree affects the
action proposed. Consequently, It Is be
will be
lieved that the disagreement
merely temporary. :
' An Advance in Corn.
17. December
December
Chicago,
corn, under the heavy bidding of shores,
made anxious by the continued aiifence
of arrivals of contract stuff, was bid up
to 2 cents before 1 o'clock
the
price jumping from 87 to 39 cents.
Little wa offered.-:.- ; When bidding
ceased the price sagged to 39 cents.

Paris, December

-

'

to-d.- y,

'

Two Negroes Lynched.
Rockport, Ind., December 17. Jim
A Big Factory Destroyed by Fire.
Henderson and Bud Rowland, negroes,
Cleveland, O., December 17. A fire who
waylaid, murdered and robbed
almost entirely destroyed
early
Hotlle Simons, a white barber, on Sun
the big plant of the Brown Hoisting and
morning, were hanged last rrh;ht in
Conveying Machine Company. The loss day
a mob,
Is over 1500,000. Eleven hundred work- the Jail yard by
men are thrown but of employment
The Pop Appoint! a Bishop.
The company is one of the largest conRome, December 17. At a secret con
cerns of Its kind In the world, avl has sistory
held
the pope appointed
many contracts with the government
number of bishops, including Mon- for hoisting apparatus to be erected at
slgnor Keane, formerly rector of the
coaling stations.
Catholic university at Washington, to
The flames started in the varnish the diocese
of Dubuque,
room of the EUswell-TarkElectric
which
Company,
:
occupied part of one of
, "FKOO LEGS."
the Brown company's buildings. Tho Tes or
other old thing in the eating
any
Ellswell-Parkloss of
Is about $100,000. line
Bon-Tothe
at
Hundreds of employes Jumped from the
windows. No one was seriously
Clean cotton rags wanted at the New
Mexican office.
to-d-

to-d-

er

er

n.

The Case Will be Carried to the United
States Supreme Court by the GovernmentThe Irrigation Problem-Min- ing
Activity.

the river. The El Paso solution
when the people of that section realize d
that there was no hope of a certain
supply of water from the river, and 11
is to be hoped that our own people will
now cease to count on the Elephant
Butte dam and provide a substitute
system. We have one great advantage
that water is scarce when needed
only about six weeks in the year, and
this lack might as well be bridged over
by gasoline engines and pumps. I will
venture to suggest that a public meet
ing should be called at once to discuss
this subject, and that as an outcome to
such a meeting a committee should he
appointed to study the problem and
gather all necessary information as to
y
the
problem elsewhere
PERSONAL NOTES.
Judge Parker has gone on a trip to
Michigan, where he will spend Christ
mas with his little daughter and
He is expected to be in SanbbFe
f
by the first of the year.
Miss Minnie tteyrr ini1- nnO her niece.
Miss Prauger, left this week to
the winter months in southern California.
MINING ACTIVITY.
The mining activity in the Organ and
San Andreas mountains continues. A
new feature is the advent of a considerable number of Colorado eapitalis te.
These are taking hold of mining claims,
and prospects energetically, and the
outlook for those two districts
appeared better.
water-scarcit-

CITY AND NORTHERN

Christmas Gifts

LAND CLAIMS.

A Review of

the Grant Cases

Dis-

posed of Since October
5, 1898.

ACRES

71,518

CONFIRMED.
Manufacturer

In Those Two Years 4.886,172.58 Aores
Olaimed Were Eejected
Only One

spi-m-

forty-seve-

ll

--

.

'

first-clas-

y,

one-fift- h

405

;

39; S3'23.
n.

FILIGREE JEWELRY

Sterling Silver Novelties, Rich Cut Glass, Finn Decorated
China, Silverware, Watches and Diamonds. All Goods
Sold at Lowest Possible Price.

Be Tried,'

United States Attorney M. G. Reyn
olds has furnished Governor Otero the
following statistics regarding the work
of the court of private land claims from
October G, 1898, up to and including December 13, 1900, statistics which Gov
ernor Otero will embody in his message
to tho legislature next month:
GRANTS CONFIRMED.
Of 4,957,690.58 acres claimed as land
giants, 71.518 acres were confirmed, and
The
acres were rejected.
4,880,172.58
grants confirmed In that time are the
following: Petaca, claimed 37,000 acres,
confirmed 600 acres;
Cuyamungue,
claimed 10S6 acres, confirmed 226 acres;
Santo Tomas de Iturbide, claimed and
confirmed 8680 acres; Jose Manuel San
chez Baca, claimed and confirmed 4340
acres; Fernando de Taos, claimed and
confirmed, 1000 acres; Refugio colony,
claimed and confirmed, 26,130 acres;
Mesilla colony, claimed and confirmed,
17,361 acres; Santa Teresa, claimed and
confirmed, 9681 acres; Santa Cruz,
claimed 64,000 acres, confirmed 1000
acres; Joaquin Mestas, claimed 3632.94
acres, confirmed 2500 acres.
GRANTS REJECTED.
The following grants were rejected:
Tres Alamos, 43,384.64 acres; Sierra
Mosca, 47,743 acres; Cebolla, 27,000;-Co- nejos, 2,500,000 acres; San Jose del
12,207 acres;' Town of Socorro,
,259 acres; Reyes Pacheco, 600 acres;
Jose Sutton, 69,445 acres; San Pablo y
Naclemento, 131,000 acres; Estancio,
16,000 acres;
415,036 acres; Abo Mine,
Lo de Basquez, 76,000 acres; San Joaquin del Naclemento, 131,725 acres;
Pueblo de Quemado, 288,000 acres; Bishop's Ranch, 600 acres; Jose Ignacio
Alari, 1000 acres; Boque Jacinto
10,000 acres; Diego de Belasco,
0
5000 acres; Santo Toribio de Jemez,
acres; Bartolome Trujillo or San
Jose de Garcia, 2000 acres; Juan Joseph Moreno, 35,000 acres; Francisco
Xavier Romero, 300 acres; Sitio de Navajo, 11,480 acres; Jose, de Leyba, 18.000
acres.
SURVEYS APPROVED.
Surveys of grants amounting to 303,
806.80 acres were approved in New Mexico during that .period. The foil owSnit.
are the surveys approved: Arroyo Hon
do, 20,629.38 acres; Sebastian de Vargas,
13.434.28 acres: Piedra Lumbre, 49,749.89
acres; Luis Jaramlllo, 10,693.98 acres;
Jacona, 6952.84 acres; Polvadera,
acres; Ranchos de Albuquerque,
260.78 acres;
35,084.78 acres; Galisteo,
San Clemente, 37,099.29 acres; Felipe Ta- fova. 4340.23 acres; Pajarito, 2S.724.22
acres; San M,ateo Spring, 4340.276 acres;
Salvador Gonzales, 202.82 acres; Talaya
Hill, 319.20 acres; Penasco Largo, 272.16S
acres; Pueblo of Laguna, 17,328.91 acres
El Ranchito, 4945.24 acres; Juan Bautis- ta Valdez, 1458.67 acres; Canada de Co
chlti, 19,112.78 acres; Cieneguiila, 3202.79
acres; Town of Bernalillo, 3404.67 acres,
Angostura, 1579.45 acres; Santa Rosa da
Cubero, 1945.496 acres; Miguel and Santiago Montoya, 2963.57 acres.
PENDING FOR PRIMARY CONSIDERATION.
The following case is the only one on
the docket pending for primary determination, Town of Albuquerque, acreage claimed 17,361 acres, remanded by
the supreme court.
PENDING ON SURVEY:"
Grants with an estimated area of
575,454.49 acres are pending on survey
in New Mexico. The grants are: Antonio Sedlllo, 86,606.21 acres; Gijosa,
acres; Canada de Santa Clara.
1343.03 acres; Dona Ana Bend colony;
Las Lagunitas, 43.653.0J
29,323 acres;
acres; UevIIIeta, zs,43i.3H acres; uannn
de Carnue, 1000 acres; Las Huertas,
acres; Juan Salas or Alamitos, 500
acres; Canon de Chama, 2736 acres; Ojo
de San Jose, 4340 acres; Santo Domingo
and San Felipe, 1200 acres; Santo Tom
as de Iturbide, 6680 acres; Jose Manuel Sanchez Baca, 4340 aores; Fernando de Taos, 1899.89 acres; Mesilla colo
ny, 17,361 acres; Santa Cruz, 1000 acres,
Santo Domingo de Cundiyo, 500 acres;
Bartolome Sanchez, 5000 acnes; Lo do
Padilla, 27,000 acres; Antonio Gutierrez,
12,000 acres; Joaquin Sedillo, 8000 acre..
APPEALS.
The following cases are on appea
from the New Mexico district: San Joss
del Encinal, 12,207 acres; appealed by
the United States; Estanoia, 415,03..
acres, appealed by claimants; Santi
Teresa, 9681 acres, appealed by the
United States; Jose de Leyba, 15,000
acres, appealed by the claimants, mak
ing a total of 454,924 acres.
BOUNDARIES NOT DETERMINED
The following grants have been confirmed, but the boundaries not ye: determined: San Miguel del Bado, 300)
acres; Refugio colony, 26,130 acres.
PENDING FOR A REHEARING.
The following case is pending on a
motion for a rehearing: Joaquin Mestas, 2500 acres, on motion of the United
En-cin-

Jara-mill-

of

MEXICAN

More Oase From New Mexico to

re'a-tive-

Special Cor. New Mexican.
Las Cruces, December 15, 1900. Editor of the New Mexican: Maj. W, H. H.
Llewellyn has finalijf "decided to umat
(he declared election of W. H. Slaughter to the New Mexico legislative as
sembly from the twelfth legislative dis
trict, composed of the counties of Donu
Ana and Otero. The major reached rhis
conclusion late In the day, and only
after repeated urglngs on the part of a
large number of voters.
It will be recalled that on the face of
the returns he has only a majority of
n
to overcome. ' It is urged
that this matter of a contest is one in
which he alone is not concerned, but
CONGRESSIONAL NEWS.
that in the jobbery that was commuted
and which resulted in an adverse majority the public suffered and a gross The House Committee on the Census Agrees
outrage was committed on law and de
on an Apportionment Bill.
cency; It will be remembered that a
HOUSE.
convention of Democrats and RepublicWashington, December 17. This was
ans was held here just before the election. The Republicans were dissatisfied individual pension day in the house.
brom-wewith a portion of the county ticket, rut The speaker first recognized Mr.
of Ohio, who moved to suspen l the
in nomination by the Republican conrules and to pass a bill reported by the
vention, and particularly with the man- civil
service committee to give preferner in which the primaries were held in
some of the outlying precincts. So tlicy ence to honorably discharged soldiers
in the executive departments of the
(foolishly) entered into the den of Dem
ocratic wolves and formed an alliance. government. After an interesting deThe Democratic managers were anx- bate the bill was defeated' by a vote of
51 to 105.
ious to have this convention adopt or
The house passed a bill authorizing
indorse the congressional and legislative nominations of that party. I:ut the secretary of the interior to fix the
the Republican participants had no boundary between Texas and Oklahoto inquire into the claims of
grievance there, and emphatically in- ma, and
Texas
for
moneys expended while Greer
jected the proposition, so that the sug
was a part of Texas.
gestion was abandoned by the Deno- - county
SENATE.
cratic managers, and a county ticket
Washington, December 17. Senator
nominated.
Carter, of Montana, introduced p. resoAN UNFAIR SCHEME.
lution caillng upon the judiciary comto
was
and
this point all
fair
Up
the charge?
above board. But no sooner was thc-- mittee to investigate
convention dissolved than these Dem- against Judge Noyes, of Alaska. Referred to the judiciary committee. Tile
ocratic
conspirators
prepared ar.d
caused to be certified a ticket showing senate went into executive session for
that the convention had done that further consideration of the
treaty.
which it expressly refused to do, via, to
Mr. Money of Mississippi spoke in faadopt the Democratic congressional and
This tic'et vor of the American, canal. and against'
legislative, nominations.
was afterward printed, and was the the treaty. He favored the abrogation
of the Clayton-Bulvvtreaty.
only ticket in the field representing the
The reiutte has rsiolwl
on
to
the Republican party
opposition
treaty
the day of the election. There caa be to vote, on the
no doubt that hundreds of voters weri next Thursday, beginning with ihe
deceived by the trick, and the defeat of votes on amendments at 3 o'clock 'n the
the Republican legislative ticket is due afternoon.
AN APPORTIONMENT BILL.
in large measure to its success.
17. The
December
Washington,
INTIMIDATION AND BOODLT2. '
This is the principal ground of con house committee on the census, by n
7
test, But there are others. Clear and vote of to 6, agreed to report the Har
Indisputable evidence of intimidation king reapportionment bill, leaving ,he
and threats of violence in at least one total membership of the house at 357, no
of the precincts of this county has been at present, and rearranging the num
ber of state delegations.
obtained, while in one of the precincts
in Otero county, certain Democratic
THE PAGOSA BRANCH.
politicians used money without stint in
voters.
All
these
matteis
corrupting
will be brought out at the hearing upon The Denver & Bio Grande Announces Its
the notice of contest. This hearing will
Usual Holiday Bates.
take place before E. C, Wade, notary
and Rio Grande lias an
Donver
Tim
public, on the 17th inst., at this plir.e.
nounced the inauguration of the lirst
THE ELEPHANT BUTTE DAM.
Authentic information reached here mixed train service between Pagosa
Junction and Pagosa Springs, Colo.,
this week from Dr. Nathan Boyd, d: over
Rio Orande-Pagos- a
and Northrector of the Elephant Butte dam en ern. the
The branch is 31 miles long.
terprise, that Attorney General Griggs
A circular has boen Issued quoting
has taken personal charge of the long holiday rates in effect upon the
Rio
the
between
govern Grande in tiio shape of an open rata of
pending litigation
s
ment and the company touching the one
fare for the round trip
right to build the dam and irrigation between stations within 25Colorado, selland 31, with
canals, and that the attorney general ing dates December 21,
return limit of January 3, 1001.
had instructed the United States attor final same
rate Is granted teachers and
The
ney of New Mexico to appeal tha case students of educational
institutions not
to the federal supreme count. Th'.s acresiding at the point where tho institunot
dbea
tion of the attorney general
tion is located. The low rate ticket is
come as a great surprise to the
good only ou the closing day of school
although it was hoped that and the day after, but not earlier than
the government had at last arrnred at December 20, nor later than December
a point, where it had seen that It had 22; tickets to be limited for going pason date of sale. They
been made the cat's paw of a gang of sage, commencing
will not ho honored later than January
conspirators, and that it had donh and 10.
was doing a grave injury to the it.I-torFor the sportsmen's convention at
and particularly to the peopia cf Donver, December 28 and 20, a rato of
the Mesilla valley, I say that the above ono and
faro is authorized.
stated action did not come as a surMARKET
prise to the initiated for the reason that
REPORT.
in view of the pending negotiations
MONEY AND METAL.
Mexico and the United States on
the subject of the dam above El Paso,
New York, Dec. 17. Money on call
the attorney general would endeavor to steady atSJtf per cent. Primomercantile
.
Silver 64.
maintain the status quo as to the Ele. paper
STOCK.
phant Butte dam and canals untlfHhose
market
Citv
Kansas
S.00O;
Cattle,
ird
negotiations might be determined,
to lower.
this is what evidently the department steady
Native steers 4.00C0.25; Texas steers
of justice has undertaken to do.
3.00(35.20; Texas cows 2.253.75; native
AN ARGUMENT FOR STATEHOOD, cows and heifers 2.00(o5.40,
stockers and
All of this makes the strongest argu- feeders 3.10(35.00; bulls 2.05(83.75.
ment for statehood at the earliest moCalves, 4.25(85.40.
Sheep 2,000, strong.
ment, for with three electoral votes and
Lambs 3.505.35; muttons 2.504.25.
two United States senators from New
Chicago. Cattle 3,100; market noniin
Mexico the executive department of the
weak to 10c lower.
government would never have; started ally
Good to prime steers 5.256.10; poor to
the disastrous litigation, or, if started, medium 5.755.15,
stockers and feeders
would have abandoned it years ago. 2.50(84.30; cows 2.504.00;
holfors
be
There is another conclusion to
2.00(a4.85; cannors 1.752.30; bulls
'
drawn: Neither the Elephant Butte 2.504.25
Calves 3.5()5.50
dam nor any other Improved ditch
fod steers 4.00(84. 75;grass steers
Texas
scheme will be begun-withi.yean'or
Texas bulls
completed, and ,the people of the south- 3.25(84.00;25,000; 15 to 25c2.50(83.20.
lower.
Sheep,
ern Rio Grande valley may Just as well
Qood to choice wethers 3.!H14.50; fair
to
not
make up their minds
wait,
to choice mixed 3.653.(l0; western
like, for some Buch scheme to sheep S.Q04.50;Texas sheep 2.25(83.50;
be Inaugurated under present difficul- native lambs 4.00(85.75; western lambs
- .'
5,. 00(86.00.
ties.
GRAIN.
THE WATER PROBLEM!.
ChicagoWheat, December 70,V; JanI am told that the water problem has
Corn December
70 ;
been satisfactorily solved by the people uary Mav May73'.
30K. Oats, December 21 li;
on the Rio Grange below El Paso. The
May
solution Is the use of gasoline engines to
"FRESH FISH."
hoist the water. There is a superabunall kinds of game in season at the
dance of water all through the T.lMllla' And
Bon-To'
valley at a depth of from 10 to 20 feet,
Books containing WO Bheep dipping
and there Is no reason why this water
cannot be utilised by the means sug- certificates In Spanish for sale at the
gested to Irrigate garden and orchard, New Mexican Printing company's ofat least during the scarcity of water In fice at $1.00 per book.

NO. '256

Buy your

COURT OF PR1YATE
.

matt.

COME AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

The FIRST

UNITED
STATES

NATIONAL
BANK

SPITZ.

S.

DESIGNATED
DEPOSITAltY.

. . .
OF-

-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
R.

J.

PALEJJ, President

Charles

J.

W.

r. VAUCF(N.

Cashier

Dudr ow,

COAL, LUMBER, FEED.
AND GENERAL TRANSFER.
klndi of rough and finished lumber; Texas floor
Ino at lowest mirket price; windows and doors

All

o,

100,-00-

LED
WHOLESALE

Bq

and

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIJI, POTATOES,

RETAIL
DEALER

t

IN

SALT and SEEDS.

Oniu ExciusivsGrain House In City.

THE

HIRE

'

Successors to S. Ji. Warner

GO.

& Co.

HOLIDAY PRESENTS!
What

could be more suitable for a. Christmas

gift than a handsome piece of furniture?

Couches,

Bed-roo- m

Center Tables,

Suits, Dressers, Secretaries, Book

Cases,

music Hacks, Pictures, mirrors. Bugs,

20,-0-

States.

Too Much Morphine.

John Bell, a gambler, was found in a
dying condition In his room at the
Clayton house, at Clayton, Union county, last week. He had been intoxicated
for

several

days,

'and

his

frlwnds

thought him to be asleep, but It was
learned later that he took an overdose
of morphine.

First

HO ! OYSTERS HO
of the season at the
Bon-To-

!
n.

Cfiairs, Rockers,
And

Dining Tables, Etc.

Side-loam- s,

for the next two weeks everything goes at ridiculously low prices.

FREE!

FREE!!

FREE!!!

From how until Dec. 25, with every $25 order we will
frame any picture you bring to us free of charge.
Picture not to exceed 14x16 inches in size.

Telephone 105.

Catron Block, Santa Fe.

OJO CALIEJSTE
These Celebrated Hot Springs are located in the midst of the AnciAvt Cliff
miles west of
Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Fe,
an? about twelve miles from Barranca
Station, on the Denver & Rio Grande
Railway, from which point a dally line
of stagrea run to the Springs. The temperature of these waters is from 90 to
122 degrees. The gases are carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate very dry and
delightful the year round. There is now
a commodious hotel for the convenience
of invalids and tourists. These waters
contain 1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts
to the gallon, being the richest alkaline
Hot Springs In the world. The efficacy
of these waters has been thoroughly

M.

l(0T SPRINGS.
tested by the miraculous cures attested
to in the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
Lodging and Bathing, $2.50 per day; $14
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons, and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente can
leave Santa Fe at 10:08 a. m. and reaoh
Ojo Caliente at S p. m. the same day.
Fare for the round trip from Santa Fe
to Ojo Caliente, $7. For further particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

IN.

Proprietor,

Caliente, Taos Couirty,

N. At.

than before, and several cuius of serious, if not fatal injuries, have been
Fe
reported lately. At the Northwestern
university at Evanston, 111., only last
week, a student was taken from the
iHf tVI MEXICAN pswting CU
gymnasium where he was practicing to
a secluded spot on the lake shore, and,
matter at
Entered aa Second-Clas- s
although it was bitter cold, he was
ihe Santa Fe Postoffice.
stripped, daubed over his entire body
with printer's ink and soft soap, and
RATKS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .25 compelled to run the
gauntlet of a
Oaily, per week, by carrier
1.04 score or more students until lie fainted,
Dally, jjer month, by carrier
1.00 and is now in a critical condition. Unii"" uer month, by mail
2.00 versities or colleges where such pracDaily, tnree months, by mall
4.00 tices are allowed to prevail should be
six months, by mail
7.50 boycotted by every
parLally. one year, by mail
.25 ent who intends to send his children to
.
Weekly, per month
75 college.
Weekly, per quarter
100
Weekly, six months
A Railroad Combination.
2.00
Weekly, per year
A dispatch
from Chicago has it that
John V. Gates has become Interested
The New Mexican is the oldest news- In the Denver & Rio Grande railroad,
paper in New Mexico. It is sent to ev- and that the Denver & Rio Grande will
ery postofllee m the territory, and has a make connection with Senator Clark's
large and growing circulation among proposed short line from Salt Lake to
the intelligent and progressive people of Los Angeles. As the Rio Grande and
he southwest.
the Rock Island both enter Colorado
Springs and Denver, and there are
signs of a close understanding, if not
17.
MONDAY, DECKMBEtt
more, between these two great railroads, there is every evidence that an
other continental through line will become a reality in the future, This has
also a bearing on the proposed Santa
i Pacific line, which
Fe, Albuquerque
will give the Denver & Rio Grande an
outlet to 101 Paso over the proposed
Rock Island extension, while the Rock
Island, at the same time, makes a
southern connection with the Denver &
to that at
Rio Grande supplementary
Colorado Springs and Denver, Thus
those two railroads will become
mighty factor in the development of

Cannot be Cut Out or EU6ENI0
Removed wiui Plasters

Sterling Silver Souvenir Spoons.

lew pieiisaq

Sails

right-thinki-

New Mexico.
A

-

:-

and besides, never cure Cancer.
Surgical operations and flesh destroying plasters arc useless, painful and dangerous,same
point, and always in a worse form.
No matter how often a cancerous sore is removed, another comes at or near the
dangerous
Does not this prove conclusively that Cancer is a blood disease, and that it is folly to attempt to cure this
blood trouble by cutting or burning out the sore, which, after all, is only an outward sign of the disease a place of exit for
the poison?
Cancer runs in families through many generations, and those whose ancestors have been afflicted with it are liable at any
time to be stricken with the deadly malady.

x

of

Only Blood Diseases can be Transmitted from One Generation to Another
further proof that Cancer is a disease of the blood.
To cure a blood disease like this you must cure the entire blood system remove every trace of the poison. Nothing cures
Cancer effectually and permanently but S. S. S.
S R S pnters the circulation, searches out and removes all taint, and stops the formation of cancerous cells. No mere tonic
or ordinary blood medicine can do this. S. S. S. goes down to the very roots of the disease, and forces out the deadly poison,
S. S. S. at the same time purities the blood and buildsup the general health.
allowing the sore to heal naturally and permanently. InnVincr
wnrt or mole, alumti in the breast, a cut or bruise that refuses to
nle a harmless
heal under ordinary treatment, should all be looked upon with suspicion, as this is often the beginning of
a bad form of cancer.
Mrs. Sarah M. Keesling, 941 Windsor Ave., Bristol, Teun., writes : " 1
am 41 year3 old, and for three years had suffered with a severe form of
Cancer on my jaw, which the doctors in this city said was incurable, and
that I could not live more than six months. I accepted their statement as
true, and had given up all hope of ever being well again, when my ndrugfew
gist, knowing of my condition, recommended S. S. S. After taking
bottles the sore began to heal, much to the surprise of the physicians, and
in a short time made a complete cure. I have gained in flesh, my appetite
in fact, am enjoying perfect health.''
is splendid, sleep is refreshing

The greatest pride of America
of her population is eithat
ther teaching or being taught in school.
As long as that percentage is not
reached in New Mexico, the territory is
not up to the average, and the aim of
every patriotic citizen of the territory
is that New Mexico should be not only
up to the average, but above it.
New Mexico wants good soldiers;
New Mexico wants good workers; New
Mexico wants good voters. And where
will New Mexico get them? From no
other place titan her public schools.
one-fift- h

capitalists

from someThey has obtained permission,
where to tack M. D. on to his name, denies the ellicacy of climate in the cut";
The letter contains
of tuberculosis.
chili
statements that every
In the southwest, by the stern logic of
facts, would recognize us false. Tins
tablish more irrigation systems in New same Iowa doctor would no doubt sus- l
and cod live.-oiMexico.
By not only using the water tain his patients on faith
until their money was gone and no
for irrigation, but also for power and
on earth or in heaven could save
furnishing settlements with drinking power
and then ship them off tj
th"ir
lives,
revenue
a
double
should
result
wati'r,
Otherwise the rest of the arid west will New Mexico to die, .proving the "FallaN;.v
have to wait until the government is cy of the Climatic Treatment."
thi;.t
good and ready to aid in reclaiming Its Mexico knows to her cost that
crime Is too often perpetrated.
!.'.
arid but fertile acres.
Francis Crosson, an ardent climatolo-gist- ,
has sent the following reply to the
The Making of Criminals.
publication which prints such unscienThere is more than one way of
tific and untrue articles as the one reat a criminal. The most just is that ferred to:
of pity. What makes the criminal?
Editor Philadelphia Medical Journal
Take the average woman of low l.fe in Your Issue
of the Journal under date of
the cities: Horn poor, in hard luck, her December 1, 1900, contains a
paper enfather or mother, or. both, victim? of titled, "The
of Climate in the
Fallacy
long hours, poor fare, bad air and l:Ltle Treatment of Tuberculosis," by J. V.
:.
PU 'sure.
Cold in winter,
in sun-- ,'
Kime, M. D., of Fort Dodge, la., whi :ii
never gets cared for.
to
mind will bear criticism. The,-and ashamed beside other chtidrep. ?.' are my
four statements made by the write",
one at home can help her on. i"o one
to
experience,
at home cares about her. She grows up which, according him my
from writing audisqualify
a
corner
a
At
street
of
flnj
sickly.
I
upon such a subject,
the carriage passing with other thoritatively
four statements:
quote
warm
sumfurs, or in line coo.
girls in
1.
Of all those sent, many more have
mer dresses. Steadily she has impressed
been injured and their lives have been
upon her the fact, absolutely undenia- shortened
than have ever profltel
ble, that as the world is organized there
thereby." In replying to this broad and
Is no especial place for her, certainly
statement, it is merely neces
no comfort for her. She finds work, sweeping
to request the writer to present to
sary
perhaps; hours as long as daylight, the medical profession his statistics up
with wages pitiably poor: ten minute.! on this
question.
late, half a day's fine; a.t the end of
2. "For In climate resorts there is bu
not
feet,
system
day, aching
little or no intelligent medical supervi
enough earned to live upon honestly, sion'." Perhaps such a commodity is
and that prospect stretches ahead far- limited to the environments of Fort
ther than her poor eyes can see. Whose
Dodge, la. Is Dr. Kime acquainted wit'rt
fault is it that she Is a criminal? Her the
personnel of the medical profess! r.
brother's is the same story practically of the
south and southwest?
He tries for work.
3.
"There is no climate in this coundo
know?"
"What
you
try that is not well adapted to the
"I don't know anything; nobody ovet treatment
of tuberculosis." If this is ti
taught me."
fact, then more than 90 per cent of the
He cannot endure the discipline of ten
profession are "daffy" on this point, for
hours' shoveling. He has no start in
according to the writer's own statement
seem
not
it
ever
does
he
and
that
life,
so large a per cent as the above is the
will get one. His surroundings are evil,
estimate he places upon the number :f
his temptations great.
physicians who believe that climate I'.t
Who made that boy a burglar? Is be the treatment of tuberculosis is of
great
as blameworthy as the men who In othvalue, and Is not a "fallacy," as the
er ways break the law and yet are per- writer of this
paper contends.
haps honored with official positions,
4.
"It is not a question of climate, rf
blessed with wealth, though It be
elevation, of heat and cold, of dryness
and who shine in society and or moisture. Wherever an abundan ic
are considered great in the world? Next of God's
pure air and sunshine may be
time stop and consider when about to had, there may this disease be successdenounce some poor wretch for commit
fully treated." I think in this last
ting this or that crime.
statement the writer has "given away"
his case; for this is exactly the clahti
New Mexico Schools.
made by all writers on cllmato-therapThe annual city school statistics re If such conditions are the desideratum.
ceived by the territorial superinten lent then the logical conclusion would inevof public instruction show that the itably follow: That where "God's purs
young people of New Mexico cities and air and sunshine" are to be found in
towns do not alike take advantage of greatest quantity and finest quality,
the public school facilities. Albuqiur-qu- e that would be the ideal climate for the-leads with an enrollment of 1L2 treatment of all forms of tuberculosa
In its public schools; East Las Vegas This Is all we claim for the southwest,
has an enrollment of 712; Santa Fe of and this is why more than 90 per ceiit
692; Raton, 610; Roswell 500; Silver City of the eastern and northern physicia n
459 and Socorro 293. When it comes to "point the nnge,r" to this "land of sunthe average daily attendance the dif- shine," and say to the trembling victim,
ference is very great. The average dai- "Go!" Oh, if they would only say the
ly attendance of the Albuquerque word earlier and oftener!
FRANCIS CROSSON.
schools is 714; of Las Vegas, 563; of Ra
ton. 495; of Santa Fe, 409; of Silver City,
207; of Soeorro, 153. The value of the
HOW TO CURE CROUP.
school property of Albuquerque is $50.
Mr. R. Gray, who lives near Amenta,
000; of East Las Vegas, $16,000,
with Duchess county, N. T says; "Chamberabout $30,000 worth of improvement lain's Cough Remedy is the best mediauthorized and to be made during tme cine I have ever used. It is a fine chilcoming year; Socorro, $23,000; Raton, dren's remedy for croup, and never falls
$40,000; Silver
City, $10,000; Roswell to cure." When given as soon as the
$1200 with a $25,000 school building in child becomes hoarse, or even after the
the course of construction, and Sania croupy cough has developed, it will pre
Fe $4500. Albuquerque pays an average vent the attack. This should be borne
salary to Its teachers of $611 a yar; in mind and a bottle of the Cough Rem
t
Silver city,
Las Vegas, $597; edy kept at hand ready for instant use
Santa Fe, $478; Roswell, $522; Raton, as soon as these symptoms appear. For
$360; Socorro, $257. Albuquerque spends 'nolo by Ireland.
on its cshooJs annually $29,145.09; E st
Las Vegas, $11,736.44; Santa Fe, $9731.37;
The territorial supreme court meets
R6swHl, $6571.70; Silver City, $8510.85; second Wednesday In January In this
Raton, $6119.48; Socorro, $2487.42.
city. Lawyers are reminded that the
As a rule, the public schools of the New' Mexican Printing company has
cities and towns of New Mexico com- the best facilities in the territory to
pare favorably with those of the cities turn out brief and record work neatly,
and towns of the same population in correctly, quickly, and at lowest posthe eastern states. The only point in sible figniT:. Bring your work here
which New Mexico Is lacking is the fact nnd satisfaction Is guaranteed.
that many of its young people do not
take advantage of the excellent educaLetter heads, note heads, envelopes,
tional facilities that are provided, for bill heads, statements, etc., in best posthe average daily attendance of puoils sible style and at lowest possible prices
at the public schools should be mu-iat the New Mexican printing office.
work
greater in proportion to the enrollment Call, see samples of first-claand leave your order.
than It is at present.

l'or
l!90.",

will furnish Ogden, a city of 20,000 peo
with light and water. Power is also
of Vow Mexico pie,
to
sold for factories and mills in
1001, io Juno 7, SaltbeLake
and other cities. It is in thus
ilatt'iiool is nJ- pinking use of storage reservoirs that
OU'I'O.
capitalists will find it profitable to es

overiitr

.linn- - 7,

or until

lailll'il, .iiU

into ihe territorial romuil
when not elected will not prove such an
easy Job as it is imagined to be. The
council i the thirty-fourt- h
legislative
ussembb tines not consist of boodlers,
and the imodle dollar will cut no ice.
The buying of votes will not go. from
all indications.
liieakiuy

Kverything seems to have returned to

its normal state, and the question

o

the appointment of Daniel H. McMillan
as associate justice of the territorial
supreme court does no longer wrathful-l- y
agitate the boiMm of the average
Democratic editor of the territory-Evethe few Republicans who are always up to doing mischief anil creating
discord have simmered down. Si range
but true.
It will be a surprise to many people to
hear that the Vanderbilt millions earn
their holders less than i per cent annually. Hut as the estate amounts to
the earnings each year figure
up $1,73!'.2S0, AVhen financiers, such as
control the Vanderbilt millions cannot
make more than 4 per cent on their investments, then the boasted power of
wealth and capital and the assertions
that it crushes the life nut of labor cannot be more than a dream.

A Slight Fire

at Port Bayard Jesus

Miss Santa Water, of Silver City, has
gone to the City of Mexico on a visit
to friends.
There was a slight tire at Fort Bayard last week in the officers' hospital,
which might have been serious in us
results had it not been for the housekeeper, Mrs. Pennell, who extinguished
it.

was
Jesus
Santana, of Fierro,
brought into Silver City by Constab'e
Duran, charged with the larceny of W
from Diego Castillo, of the former
place. At the hearing. Justice McCarthy bound him over to the grand jurj.
R. L. Powell, of Silver City, has gone
to Los Angeles to visit his family, and
also to look after some oil well property in that section in which he is Interested.
E. M. Brumback has purchased a half
interest in the Tenderfoot corral at Silver City, owned by John R. Speer. The
business will be conducted in the future
under the name of Speer & Brumback.

Julius Wagner has returned

Dr.

s

Orders

have been issued that no
transports should sail from American
ports with troop or supplies on Sundays. This means that the government
is in earnest in enforcing the observance of Sunday in the different sections
of the country, when and wherever it
is possible. This is commendable, and
will prove of benefit all around, even to
those who do not believe in the religious
character of the day. The world moves
fast enough six days out of a week, and
can well afford to go slow one day out
of seven.

Central America is a paradise for
tramps, and reports have it that many
American tramps drift down to that
part of the continent. The country
seems to suit them up to (he hilt. They
generally drift a little distance into the
interior and that settles it. In Nicaragua and Costa Rica, especially, life Is
d
man who
very easy for an
has an aversion to working, and is not
very particular about his surroundings
All he has to do is to marry a nativ
woman nnd settle down In some little
banana or cocoanut grove for the bal
ance of his days, and the woman and
the banana and cocoanut trees will do
the rest for him.
able-bodie-

Last week the Rooky Mountain News
and other sensational Bryanite newspa
pers announced in big, black headlines
that the transport Hancock is on the
way from Manila to San Francisco with
1500 dead
The papers shrieked
themselves hoarse in speaking of "Ship
loads of dead are the harvest of lmpe
Halism." The cartoonist and even the
poet drew ghastly pictures of the ship
of "1500 dead." Now an official telegram
from Washington says that the Han-roc- k
has arrived at San Francisco with
eleven dead, ten of whom tiled on the
voyage across the Pacific, as many as
often die on those voyages on ordinary
passenger steamers. But what Is to be
thought of the newspapers which will
wilfully prevaricate to such an extent
In order to bolster up a false position?
for a few years seemed
to have "been subdued at colleges and
universities, is again becoming a universal practice. It is even more brutal

Hazing, which

to

Silver City from a trip to Mexico, where
he had gone to look over the mining
situation with a view of engaging Ir.
mining again. After a short stay at
Silver City he will return to Mexico,
where he will engage in mining.
Silver City Lodge, No. 12, Knights of
Pythias, elected the following officers:
H. E. Bretherton, chancellor commander; O. C. Laizure, vice chancellor; Cha-fL. Erickson, prelate; J. C. Harry, master of work; C, L. Comstock, keeper of
records and seals; Simon Casey,
Howard Boulter, master
.

master-at-

-arms;

A LITTLE
DOES MUCH.

sin-gee-

mm u" Pp.r Dav
urn

$2.00

clave fourth Monday in eacb
month at Masonic Hall at
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, E. C.
FORSH A,
7:30 p. m,
F. S. DAVIS, Recorder.
SPECIAL RATES by the Week or
Month for Table Board, with or withou
Room.
O. O. IT.

J.T.

Proprietor.

;

er

er

Reports

1

& NORTHERN TEXAS
RAILWAY CO.
PECOS VALLEY & NORTHEASTERN RY. '
PECOS RIVER R. R. Co.
(Central Time.)
Train No. 1 leaves Pecos 1:10 p. m.,
Arrives at Roswell
Carlsbad 5:15 pr-at 8:15 p. m.; Amarillo, 5:00 a. m., con
necting with the A., T. & S. F. and the
Colorado and Southern.
Train No. 2 leaves Amarillo daily at
6:30 a. m. Arrives at Roswell at 2:05 p.
ru.; Carlsbad at 5:50 p. m.
Train No. 6 leaves Carlsbad at 7:30 a.
m. Arrives at Pecos at 11:35 a. m.
Train No. 3 (mixed) dally leaves Ros
well at 7:25 a. m. Arrives at Amarillo
at 7:55 p. m.
Train No. 4 (mixed) dally leaves Am.
arillo at 7 a. m. Arriver at Portales at
2:25 p. m. and at Roswell at 7:35 p. m,
Stages for Lincoln, White Oaks and
Nogal, N. M leave Roswell, N. M., dal
ly except Sunday at 7 a. m.
For low rates, for information regard.
ing the resources of this valley, prices
of lands, etc., address
D. H. NICHOLS,
General Manager,
Roswell, N. M.
E. W. MARTINDELL,
'
Gen. Frt. and Pass. Agent,
Amarillo. Tex., and Roswell, N. M.

y.

$708;-Eas-

h

ss

r:30 p. . .
8:l(rp ..
5:35 a. .
,

7:10 a...
10:00 a. . .
5:05 p. .
7:40 a...

No.

Lv

1:35
7:o"
0:30
5:52
7:30

a..
a
a
a
a

Lv.

Lv..
Lv..
Lv..

Lv

Arr Colorado Springs
Denver . . . .
Arr. . Kansas City, .
Arr. . . . Chicago. . . ,

.Lv. . . .Santa Fo. . ..
. Arr. .Los Cerrillos. .
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Albuqiicrqut!..,
.Arr.. San Marcial ..
Arr. . Doming . .
Arr. Silver City .'.
.Arr.. Las Cruces ..
.

.
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.Arr

Arr....

HEAD DOWX
No. 17
No.l

4:10 p
fi:04 p
7:45 p

(Effective

Arr.... EIPaso'.,.

U:()0

7:10
4:25
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a..
a.,
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Lv

Lv
Lv
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Lv
Lv
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.12:15
10:30
, 7:25
. 7:30
. 6:00
. 3:20
. 2:30
8:43
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a
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a
a
a
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CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, No. t,
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of each
month at Odd Fellows' halL Visiting
patriarchs welcome.
W. M. H. WOODWARD, C. P.
J. E. HAINES, Scribe.
MYRTLE REBEKAH LODGE, No. ,
I. O. O. F. Reguiar meeting first and
third Tuesday of each month at Odd
Fellows' hall. Visiting brothers and sisters welcome,
MISS M. TESSIE CALL, N. O.
MISF SALLIE VAN ARSDELL, Sec.

IC OF I?.

.

1:45
8:20
6:00
9.15
7:45

.

.

,
.

.

LINE.
No. 1 carries through Pullman and Tourist simpers between Chicago.
Los Angoles and San Francisco; Dining cars, Chicago to Kansas City ui.il
Hakersllekl to Stockton; Free Chair cars Chicago to California.
No. 17 carries free, chair car Kansas City to El Paso and Pullman sleep-- '
s
or Kansas City to City of Mexico.
No. 23 carries through sleoper City of Mexico to Kansas City, on No 3
from La Junta, free chair car El Paso to La Junta.
No. 2 carries Pullman and tourist sleepers Los Angeles and San Fran,
cisco to Chicago, also free chair car and Pullman sleeper through to
Colorado Springs and Pueblo via La Junta,
For time tables, Information and literature pertaining to the Santa Fe
U. S. Lrrz, Agent,
route, call on or address,
W. 0. BLACK, O.P. A. i Topeka, Kas.
Santa Fe, N. ,
A

Don-ver-

W.

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, A. O, U. W.,
meets every second and fourth
Wednesdays at 8 p. m.
W. S. HARROUN, M. W.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.

B.

3?. O.

ELKS.
a

SANTA FE LODGE, No. 460, B. P.
E., holds its regular sessions on the
second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
J. A. MASSIE, E. R.
and welcome.
T. J. HELM, Secretary.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

Attomeys at

Lavv.

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe,

N. M.

CHAS. A. SPIESS,

Attorney at law. Will practice In all
territorial courts. East Las Vegas, N.M,
GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office In Griffin Block. Collections

an

searching titles a specialty.
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. OfB
In the Capltol.
CHAS. F. EASLBY,
(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M. Land
and mining business a specialty.

R.

C.

GORTNER,

Attorney at Law. District attorney for
the first judicial district, countita of
Santa Fe, San Juan, Rio Arriba and
Taos. Practices In all courts of the territory. Offices In the Masonic building
and Court House, Santa Fe, N. M.

Lf A,

HARVEY & CO.

ter-rito- ry

of New Mexico, In both life, fire
and accident Insurance.
:

Real Estate Agent and Notary
Public- -

,

R. L. BACA.

rail-wa-

travel. For rates
and further Information address
B.J. HVI1M
Cont'l Agt. El Pan, Tex

a
p
p
p
p

Real estate agent and notary public
Expert translator from Spanish to English and from English to Spanish. Typewriting done correctly and neatly. Office Prince block Palace avenue, Santa

' Fe, N.

LET YOUR

M.

NEXT TRIP BE
SOUTHWARD! Via 1 lie

Dentist.

'

WABASH

...........

directions between Albuquerque and Deming.

O. TJ.

.A.- -

MRS.

The Mexican Central
Railway Is standard
gauge throi ghout and
convenoffers all
y
iences cf nrcdern

.

.

. .

SANTA FE LODGE, No. 2, K of
meeting every Tuesday evening at 7:30 o'clock at Castle hall. Visiting knights given a cordial welcome.
DAVID M. WHITE, C. C.
WENDELL V. HALL, K. of R. and S.

Insurance Agent. Office, Catron Block,
east side of Plaza, Represents the largest companies doing business in the

you can teach the
very heart of Mexico.

,10:50 a.
.10:00 p.
a
Coming East
WRAP IT
No. 2
No. 23
..11:45 a. .11:45 a
. 7:35 a
8:30 a. .
6:00 a

12:10 p
5:55 p
Arr.... Ash Fork.... Lv .
7:00 a
7:30 p
.Arr. .Los Angeles . . Lv .
.
.
.
1:05 p
.
Lv
.
1:55 p ,,
Arr, .San Diego.
5:50 a
9:05 p
Arr. . Utikersllold . . . Lv .
10:20 a
Lv .
4:45 p
.Arr. . . . Fresno
2:20 p
12:40 p
..
Stockton. . . . Lv .
Arr
5:00 p
Arr. .Pt. Richmond. . Lv . ... . ..10:00 a ,.
, .
0:00 p
9:00 a
Arr.. San Francisco.. Lv .
No. 21 and 22 south of Albuquerque carry standard Pullman sleepers in both
'
CHICAGO-CALFORN1-

AZTLAN LODGE, No. 3, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Friday evening in Odd
Fellows' hall, San Francisco street. Visiting brothers welcome.
JOHN C. SEARS, N. G.
L. M. BROWN, Secretary.

Insurance.

MEXICAN
CENTRAL
RAILWAY

Coming West.
No. 17
No. 1.
7:20 p.. . 7:20 p
1:45 p. . . 3:20 p

Nov. 7.)

... .Santa Pe
Arr..Lus Vegas
Katon
Arr
Arr. . . .Trinidad
Arr. .. .La Junta
Arr. . . . I'ueblo. . .

7:45 a
1:35 p
rcfta p
:40 p
10:20 p
5:35 a
7:10 a
10:00 a
5:05 p
7:40 a

Going West

4:10p..
8:25 p..'

BY THE

Jbuy
2.

I.

PECOS SYSTEM.
PECOS

"

AD UOWtf.

MARCUS ELDODT, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

er

Druggists sell Large Bottles for $1.00,

7:30 p. m.

k

Beer.

woman can be her own physician and cure herself at home. Local examinations are largely things of the
the Obnoxious custom is no
Jiast
LADIES' ADVISORY DEPARTMENT.
necessary. Wine of Cardui
FnrmivtaA in
rennlrlnir Anaoi&l
is the only perfectly safe and sure
directions, address, giving symptoms,
alii..' Adbor;ep't, Thf ('HATTAKOOUA
y
for
vegetable Wine made
BKUiuan to., uiattauooga Telm.
the cure of " female troubles ".

Uoinj; East.
No. 22
7:45 a...
11:50 a. . .
4:10 p...

.

at

a. A. SANTA FE COMMANDER? No. 1, K. T. Regular con-

Lemp's
St. Louis

Wme of Cardui not only cures but It acts AT ONCE. Here to a case
of ten years' standing, and yet one single dose madethe sufferer feel better,
and stopped the pain. The Wine goes straight to the seat of the trouble.
Us action is not
It acts directly upon the menstrual and genital organs.
violent, and it does not force a result. It simply gives Nature that little
A single disorder in the
assistance that the sufferer's system lacks.
feminine organs spreads many disorders all over the body, and when the
Wine cures the source, all the other ills vanish as a matter of course. A

UK

SANTA Vm CHAPTER, NO.
1. R. A. M. Recrula; con- vnnntinn sppnml TWnnHnv 111
each month at Masonic Hall

?Sel

HENEY KBICK,

W!tieTrl'1'

"

W. M.

F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.

ft- -

THE.

master of
SOUTHEAST COR. PLAZA
exchequer; Frank Heilin, inner guard,
and J. E. White, outer guard,
Ai Kahara Temple, No. 97, Dramatis
Order Knights of Khorassan, of Silver
City, elected the following officers for
the ensuing term: W. B. Walton, ven-- l
SOLR ASKNT FOR
erable sheik; Frank J. Wright, royal
vizier; Charles G. Bell, grand emir; p.
B. Heather, mahdi; J. W. Pennlwcd,
secretary; H. E. Bretherton, treasurer;
Charles L. Erickson, menial; O. C. Lai
zure, sahib; O. G. Myhre, representa-- j
tive, and W. B. Walton alternate.
Thetrade supplied
ATA. KINDS OF
from one bottle to a
At a stated convention of the Silver
Mail orderi
K
oarload.
WAT
MINFKAI,
promptly filled.
City Lodge, No. 8, A F. and A. M., the
Santa Fc
following elective officers were chosen: Guadalupe St.
Elisha J. Franz, W. M.; Robert V. New-- j
sham, S. W.; Alvan N. White, J. W.;
William F. Lorenz, secretary) Hyman
Santa Fe Reduced Rates.
Abraham, treasurer; George W. Veta,
Tyler. The appointive officers have not
Reduced rates are now in effect to the
yet been named. The ceremonies of in- - following winter resorts on the Santa
stallation will take place on the even-- j Fe Route:
"
SAN FRANCISCO
Ing of December 2".
At a regular meeting held in Deming And return, $66.90; return limit, six
privileges In both
Castle hall, the Knights of Pythias months; stop-ovelected the following officers for" the en- directions.
LOS ANGELES AND SAN DIEGO
suing term: F. L. Nordhaus, C. C; C.
And return, $56.90; return limit, six
P. Johnson, V. C. Dr. S. D. Swope, prelstop-ovprivileges in both
ate; C. Hollingsworth, M. of W.; Fred months;
directions.
Hermann, K. of R. and S.; G. N. Pet-teCITY OF MEXICO
M. of E.; Otto Smith, M. of F.; P.
nine
A. Burdick, M. of A.; E. T. Williams, And return, $67.70; return limit
stop-ovprivileges In both di
inner guard; T, A. Carr, outer guard. months;
These officers will be installed on the rections. PHOENIX, ARIZ.,
first Tuesday in January, 1901.
And return, $46.25; return limit, six
months; transit limit, fifteen days in
each direction.
VOL. IN0.9, IN. M.
LAS VEGAS HOT SPRINGS
Volume IX of New Mexico Reports And return, $5; return limit, ninety
can now be supplied by The Nuw Mexi- days; continuous passage in each direc
can Printing Company. Delivered at tion.
HUDSON HOT SPRINGS
publisher's price of J3.30.
And return, $18.20; return limit thirty
days; continuous passage In each direc
tion.
For particulars call on or write to
any agent of the Santa Fe Route.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A , Topeka, Kan,

Boons, Iowa, Dec. 14.
No tongue can tell what I have endured
in the past ten years with my monthly sickness.
While suffering untold agony, a
friend called and recommended Wine of
Cardui. I sent for a bottle, and Ohl what
relief. After the first dose I began to feel
better and have had no pain since.
MBS. GRACE LAMPHERE.

d,

The Uoswell Register strongly favo.-f Governor Oter3,
the reappointment
and says: "One satisfactory result of
the success of the Republican national
ticket at the late election is the certainty of the reappointment of Governor Otero. Those who are familiar with
the work he has done as governor of
the territory cannot speak in too hig.i
terms of the able, conscientious manner
in which he has conducted all public
business which has passed through his
hands, and the benefits which have resulted, in which all have shared."

na

San-ta-

Charged With Larceny,

'

repaired. Fine stone setting a specialty. Singer sewing machines and
supplies.
FRISCO ST. - - SANTA FE. N. M.

BEST LOCATED HOTEL IN CITY.

of finance; J. W. Pennlwell,

GRANT COUHTY.

to-d-

is

Jewelry.

1111. ..

Our medical department is in charge of physicians
long
exoerietice. who are especially skilled in treating Cancer and other blood diseases. Write for any advice
SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.
THE
or information wanted, we make no charge whatever for this service.

MONTEZUMA LODOl
No. 1, A., F. and A. M
communicaRegular
tion first Monday in each
month at Masonic H.'!
at 7:30 p. m.
W. S. HARROUN.

AH kinds of jewelry made to order and

WI

Of

produced by the water system.

IV

Mexican
Filigree

deep-seate-

Big Irrigation

party

Masonic

MANUFACTURER OF

Enterprise.
will build an
A TIMELY REPLY.
immense irrigation system in Utah.
Four reservoir sites in the Ogden valley and canon have been secured, and Dr, Francis Orosson Oalls Down a Physireservoirs to store 10,000,000,000 gallons
cian Who Questions the Benefits of
of water are to be built. Over 75,000
Climate.
acres are to be made fertile, and on this
of the Phlladjl
recent
number
In
a
land is to be settled a colony which will
phia Medical Journal an Iowa man, who
also make use of the 10,000 horse-powA

SOCIETIES.

SENA,

P JJj lavlnr of

$2.00

on eaob tl ehct

WAY up service.
TO New York and Bmton.
'

GO ask your Tloket

Agent.

EAST means where the Wabaih run

IS there free Chair Can

VIA

N lag-ar- t

THE

V alia

Yet,

DR. C.N. LORD.
Graduate of Philadelphia Dental Col
lege. Eight years' experience In New
York. Modern method! for oalnlesa ex
traction. Office In the Splegelberg block,
over Ireland Drug Store. Office will
open November

1.

ilr t

Mining

at same prloe.

hortettandbett toSt.Loult.

WABASH.
P.

P.

T

D. W. MANLET,

Dentist. Office, Southwest Corner of
Placa, over Fischer's Drug Store,

HITCHCOCK, .
GENERAL AGT., PASS. DEPT.,

Engineer.

W. C. WTNKOOP, M. E..
.Woodbury, N. M.
Ecorfomlc geology and mine examlna.
'
tlons.
'

,

TO POSTPONE OLD AGE.
The latest theory is to apply electricity to the base of the brain. The hardening of the arteries the first symptomis followed by a crumbling away
of the brain cells. This process produces the mental characteristics of old
age. Not alone does this treatment, re- The Peculiar and Weird Ceremonies
store the feelings of youth, but redand Dances Performed in the
uces the appearance of It. While hunbeen
have
dreds of experiments
Hopi Village,
there is but one way of prolonging youth, and that is by the preservation of health. For this purpose, end STRANGE PRAYER FOR RAIN
for the cure of constipation, indigestion,
dyspepsia, liver and kidney disorders,
Hostotter's Stomach Bitters was place! The Basket Dance Performed by the Pu
before the public over fifty years ago.
eblo Women Bat Seldom Seen by OutMoney cannot buy a better remedy. Try
siders A Picturesque anl
it, aftd you will be convinced.
Pretty Sight.
As Molasses to a Fly.'
She "I had no trouble in entertainMany writers imagine that the era.'
ing Mr. Birnstormc. 1 jusf showed Mm
mv collection of actors' photographs.
for joining secret societies or orders is
'He That interested him, eh?"
a modern one, and Is peculiarly AmerShe "Yes, there was one of hi own ican. That this is a mistake is evideit
iu the lot. Ho looked at it for an hour."
from the fact that among the flip!
Exchange.
Pueblos, one of the most ancient of tin
THE BEST PLASTER.
aboriginal peoples of the American con
A piece of llannol dampened with
tinent, every man, woman and child Is
Chamberlain's Pain Balm and bound to a member,
by heredity or choice, of a;
to
is
affected
the
any least one, and often of half a dozen or
superior
parts
back
plaster. When troubled with lame
more, of these secret organizations.
or pains in the side or chest, give it a There are societies for men alone and
trial and you are certain to be more societies for women alone, and for me1:
than pleased with the prompt relief and women
jointly. Even in this en
which it affords. Pain Balm also cures
lightened day it must be confessed that
rheumatism. One application gives re- the best informed
persons do not
lief. For sale by Ireland.
know the names of all the various so
cieties of the Pueblos, much less all rue
Valuable Information.
"Hero's a magazine article that will rites and ceremonies held under their
direction.
just suit you."
"What is it entitled?"
THE DANCES.
"IIonic-MadChristinas Presents, and
It is to two of these secret societies
How to Slide Outof Them."
Exchange. or fraternities the Snake and the An
No one can reasonably hope for good telope that we owe that marvelous re
health unless his bowels move once each ligious rite, the snake dance. Anoth:ri
day, When this Is not attended to, dis- ceremony is the "Lelentu," or flute
orders of the stomach arise, biliousness, dance, performed by the same fraterni
headache, dyspepsia and piles soon fol- ties. But a beautiful ceremony seen y
low. If you wish to avoid these ailments few white men is the public performance of a basket dance by a woman s
keep your bowels regular by taking
known as the "Lalakonil."
Taborganization
Liver
and
Stomach
Chamberlain's
lets when required. They are so easy The seven villages of the Hopi, as
to lake, and mild and gentle in effect. well known, are in northern Arizona
These people are often called the Mold,
For sale byIreland.
owing to a misapprehension. In five of
Cupid's Frugali y.
the seven pueblos, or towns, this "La'- "John and 1 arc out again."'
akonti" ceremony may be observed, it
"What is the trouble now?"
is the open air public conclusion of nine
of caramels and
"Ho sent roc
of secret observances, all of whirl.
days
manwith
that
note
a
judicious
saying
a week.-- ' have taken place before the altar in the
make
it
I
to
last
agement ought
underground secret "kiva."
Exchange.
THE BASKET DANCE.
'
healWhen you need a soothing and
From this altar it is comparative!
ing antiseptic application for any pur- easy to read what this ceremony is for.
pose, use the original DeWitt's Witch The altar contains little besides
Hazel Salve, a well known cure for piles
symbols and things connect;.!
and skin diseases. It heals sores with- therewith. The three birds seen around
counterof
out leaving a scar. Beware
the head of the large figure are ih
feits. Ireland's Pharmacy.
mythical thunder birds, who make th?
thunder which is always connected
Offended His Chum. '
with the rain. On either side of the topthe
so
at
offended
was
Dudley
"Why
most bird and above the lower ones the
poem you inscribed to hi in on his birthzigzag of the lightning is seen, in:l
day?"
"Why, the fool of an editor went and these lightning symbols are attached ti
d
the upper
printed' it. "To an Old Chump."
symbols. Under
the armpits of the figure rain clouds
If you would have an appetite like a and descending rain are both symbolbear and a relish for your meals, take ized, while on the ground are fetiches
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab- and pipes fof producing the gret't
lets. They correct disorders of the stom- smoke, which is the visible symbol cf
ach and regulate the liver and bowels. the rain cloud.
PIIAYERS FOR RAIN.
Price, 25 cents. Samples free, at IreThe
ceremonies
that take place befoy.?
store.
land's drug
this altar may be said to be prayers tor
A Waiter.
rain. On the ninth day the dance
times, beginning
"They say that war song, "One Was performed several
Killed at Santiago," was composed by early in the morning and being repeataccident."
ed at intervals throughout the day. Lid
"Well, I hope it will go under the by the chief priestesses, the womai
heading of "Terriblo Accidents of the march in line from their sacred underYear." Exchange
ground chamber or "kiva." From their
The most effective little liver pills headdresses, or the manner of doing up
made are DeWitt's Little Early Risers. their hair, is shown that there are marThey never gripe. Ireland's Pharmacy. ried women, maidens and young girls.
All alike are clothed in ceremonial
Submission.
I hear that your blankets, much coveted by collector ',
Miss Moriarity
Penny was foined fr resistiu' an officer made of white cotton, with beautiful
whon'Pclicetnan Mtilltgaii arrested him. red borders. It is apparent that the
Mrs. Houlihan Yls, and I suppose dancers all feel they must make the
that is phwy ye give in so aisily whin he best possible appearance on this occakisses ye so often.
sion, for they wear all the earrings of
When you have no appetite, do not turquols mosaic, bracelets and flng.'r
relish your food and feel dull after eat- rings of silver, and necklaces of warn
ing, you may know that you need a dose pum, turquols or silver they are the
Stomach and Liver possessors of or can borrow from acof Chamberlain's
Tablets. if'Tice, 25 cents. Samples free commodating friends.
at A. C. Ir land's drug store.
In
dress.

PDEBLO SECRET

SOCIETIES.

y--

o

rain-clou- d

rain-clou-

.

holiday

As they approach the dancing place a
circle is formed, and then very' softly
and sweetly a peculiar song is sung
sometimes so gently that the listener
can scarcely hear It, and again swell'n?
out Into a fair volume. It should
been noted that as the women mairchel
into the dance plaza each carried p.
When you cannot sleep for coughing,
beautiful basket, a large flat plaque
it is hardly necessary that any one made
of willow, the skeins of which are
should "tell you that you need a few
colored in many different
doses of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy brilliantly
woven Into geometric tl
to allay the Irritation of the throat and hues, and then
and symbolic designs that are both n
it.
is
make sleep possible. It
good. Try
and striking.
For sale by A. C. Ireland.
A PRETTY SIGHT.
The Man Shopper.
Now, as they begin
they ra.se
would make these baskets, rythmicaHy but not sim
A hat-pi- n
Miss Bargain
a mighty pretty gift for your wife.
ultaneously, first to the left breast, then
Mr. Margin
Not for mo. Then I'd to the other, then to the level of the
have to put up for a now hat for her to
hips, at the same time bowing easily
go with it.
and gracefully In time with the so g.
Now is the time when croup and lung It Is a pretty sight. The beautiful v?d
troubles prove rapidly fatal.' The only bordered white blankets, the glisten'.-iharmless remedy that produces imme- of the silver ornaments, the brlll.antly,
diate results is One Minute Cough Cure. colored baskets the rythmic,,. t it Cy
It is very pleasant to take and can be movement, all combine to mal?-- ; a
rolled upon tq quickly cure coughs, charming scene. While this Is going on
colds and all lung dlstases. It will pre- another scene is presented in
vent consumption. Ireland's Pharmacy. portion of the dance plaza. An tinpcr-tanpart of the ceremony to the 'nine
Exposed.
groups of spectators , who crowd the
Mrs. Potter So Mrs. Winslow so soon housetops and every point of vantage
after that divorce scandal was at Mrs. in the plaza Is the distributing of the
Eagan's reception? Just like her to put presents. These generally are baski Is
on a bold front.
which have been made for the purpose,
Mrs. Slaughter Bold Iront, I should
of which Is greatly cov
In
her
her the a.possession
say, You ought to have seen
et:
For not only does the possessor,
gown.
of Ihe basket gain the object iUeif, but
he is supposed to be the recipient of all
the blessings prayed far from tl.nse
above by Its devout maker.
A STRANGE RITUAL.
Before the presents are distributed
however, the maids who perform this
service must be rltuallstlcailly prepared
far their work by the "lakone taka," or
priest, or leader, the only man allowed
in the ceremony. Followel
eat.1 to take part
"lakone mana," or maids, the
the
by
It artificially digests the food and aids priest advances into the dance plaza,
J.10LUlt3 III DUICU$VUVUIug
Be wears a bundle of feathers on his
orBtnictlng tlie exhausted digestive
head and' carries a basket of "hodden
gans. Itlsthelatestdlscovered digest-an- t tin" or eacred meal In his hands. Draw
and toulc. No other preparation
can approach It In efficiency. It in- ing certain figures on the ground with
stantly relieves and permanently cures this meal, the maids line up at a little
distance and throw corncobs, to which
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Knur Kt.nmnr.h. NftUROa. prayer feathers "bahos" have been art
and
SickHeadaclie,Gnstralgla,Cramps
tached, upon these meal figures. The
all other results of Imperfectdlgestlon.
picks them up, places them in a
priest
U
time
contains
SOc.
and II. Large slra
Price
row on the figures, and then the girls
BnullslzB.BookallaboutUyspepsUmalledfree
by E.c.oewn i vww vnisagw j advance toward him. He hands back
Sparta
to them the cobs they threw, and then
Ireland'! Pharmacy.

A Word of Caution.
never speak 111 of
Mrs. I'endergnst
'
'
the dead.
Mrs. McElroy Don't tell your husband that because ho needs only4, that
kind of inducement to canse him to
commit suicide.
,;

L

ha;

iv-e- l

anr-lho-

t

mm

Dyspepsia Cure
ninAsQ what vou

Healt'i
a priceless jewel. Everybody admits that.
Yet the people who
protect their gold
by burglar alarms,
and lock their diamonds in a steel
PRICELESS
vault, make not the
least effort to protect the jewel they
ti iv?.tffi.
declare to be priceless. Some day they
CVERVjM'inS
find the jewel is
TORECOVEPTfi,
gone, stolen by thief
and they
Disease,
are willing to give
everything to get it
back.
The quickest and surest way to the
recovery of lost health, is by the use of
that radical and rational remedy, Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. Diseases which originate in the stomach
must be cured through the stomach. A
host of chronic sufferers who had " doctored" for years for a diseased heart,
liver or spleen, have at last used ' Golden
Medical Discovery " for the blood, stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition, and found a perfect cure of the
hitherto incurable ailments. The most
convincing argument for a trial of the
"Golden Medical Discovery" is that it
has cured so many people "given up"
by the doctors.
There is no alcohol, cocaine, opium
or other narcotic in "Gclden Medical
Discovery."

STOLEN

Sim?

'

"I have
long
to
what

felt it my duty to acknowledge
your ' Golden Medical Discovery '
you
and ' Favorite Prescription ' have done for me,"
writes Miss Alice Hampton, of 199 East 4th St..
Lexington, Ky. " I had intermittent fever (or
fever and ague) one year before taking your
medicines, and was pvononnced incurable. Had
a very bad cough. My arras and shoulders
would ache and sometimes I would feel so
thought I was dying. I had also a
Suinb I of
womb trouble from which I suffered
great pain. Had it not been for Dr. Pierce's
medicines I know I would have been iu my
grave. I have taken three bottles of each of
your medicines."

For stomach, bowels and liver, when
disordered, use Dr. Pierce's Pleasant
Pellets.
the party advance a little nearer to the
dancers and go through the same performance again. This they do several
times, while the dancers are busy singing and posturing as before described.
A MOMENT OF EXPECTANCY.
As soon, however, as the "lakone
mana" enter the circle there is manifested a greatly added interest on the
part of the spectators. The young men
leave the housetops and get nearer to
the dancers. There Is an air of expectancy, which is not at all lessened by a
feint made by one of the maids as if she
would throw a basket to the spectators.
And now begins a merry frolje, quietly
conducted on the women's paint, but entered into with vociferation and spirit
on the outside. The maids pretend to
throw to the right, then dodge over to
the left, back and forth, whjle cries assail them of "Here!" "To me!" "Throw
this way!" Sometimes names are mentioned and a young man in a
tone begs for the coveted basket, only to retire abashed at the jeers
of his fellows when the maid refuses to
throw at his request.
A SCENE OF CONFUSION.
But when the first basket Is hurled
Into the air, what a scene of confusion
and scramble follows! Talk about
schoolboys having a "rough house" or
the great teams of the universities
playing rough and tumble games of
football! Here a score of youths will
make a jump for the same basket, and
will push and pull and strive and struggle for it with a persistence and determination never manifested in either
"rough house" or foot ball. The struggle sometimes lasts for hours. Swaying to and fro, panting, gasping, groaning, almost crying out aloud, yet ever
good naturedly, kindly and without desire to hurt, the contestants' who can
get a finger hold on the basket strive
for its possession.
THE CONCLUDING SCENE.
The dancers, however, do not pay any
attention to the struggles that are going on. For, it must be noted, not one
group alone, but sometimes as many as
half a dozen or more groups are all
striving to gain a basket at one time.
Now and again the "lakone mana," or
gift maiden, will slyly or shyly hand
out a basket or a piece of pottery or
some other gift to a favored person,
and such special gifts, do not seem to
provoke envy in the breasts of others.
That such special favor should be
shown is accepted as a matter Of
course. The women dance their prescribed length of time and then withdraw, but the groups of struggling
young men remain, and it is no unusual
sight to see the lads drop down one by
one from sheen; exhaustion, and finally
the victor remain alone, Ms clothing
torn to shreds, his body a shining surface of perspiration, his hair as tousled
as a mop, and the coveted basket crumpled and mashed out of all shape and
usefulness. But the smile of victory denotes that these things are a nothing
compared with the joy of possession, of
winning the prize.
half-pleadi-

GOOD 'ADVICE--

The

most miserable beings in the
world are those suffering from Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint. More than
seventy-fiv- e
per cent of the people in
the United States are afflicted with
these two diseases and their effects:
Such as Sour Stomaph, Sick Headache,
Habitual Costlveness, Palpitation of
Water-brasthe Heart, Heart-burGnawing and Burning Pains at the Pit
of the Stomach, Yellow Skin, Coated
Tongue and Disagreeable Taste in the
Mouth, Coming up of Food after Eating,
Low Spirits, etc. Go to your Druggist
and get a bottle of August Flower for
75 cents. Two doses will Relieve you.
Try It. Get Green's Prize Almanac.
n,

Begnlar Habit.
"My husband has a fresh swear-of- f
every .New 1 ear s aa .
"Mine has the" same old swear on all
the year around."
A GOOD THING.
German Syrup is the special prescription of Dr. A, Boschee, a celebrated
German Physician, and is acknowledged to be one of the most fortunate
discoveries In Medicine. It quickly cures
Coughs, Colds and all Lung troubles of
the severest nature, removing, as it
does, the cause of the affection and
leaving . the parts in a strong and
healthy condition. It is not an experimental medicine, but has stood the test
of years, giving satisfaction in every
case, which Its rapidly increasing sale
every season confirms. Two million bottles sold annually. Boschee' s German
Syrup was introduced In the United
States in 1868, and is now sold In every
town and village in the civilized world.
Three doses will relieve any ordinary
cough, Price 75 cts, Get Green's Prle
:
Almanac,

DeWitt's Little Early Risers are dain- PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD
but they never fall to
cleanse the liver, remove obstructions
'
OF COUNTY COMMIS- Ireland's
and invigorate the system.
Pharmacy.
ty little pills,

Talks and Walks.
Is always talking about
some great feat."
"Talking about great feat? Every

SIONERS.

SITUATED

"My best girl

timn I've seen her she was walking with

tliem.''

When the stomach is tired out it must
have a rest, but we can't live without
food. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure "digests
what you eat" so that you can eat all
the good food you want while it is restoring the digestive organs to health.
It Is the only preparation that digests
all kinds of food. Ireland's Pharmacy.
One Benefit.
Rob l!iee--Vi- ll
the big crop of Cuban
tobacco reduce the cost of Havana
cigars?
Frank Price Won't affect the selling
figures any, but then wo may afford to
put soiiKi Havana in our Havana cigars.
Don't use any of the counterfeits of
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. Most of
them are worthless or liable to cause
injury. The original DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve is a certain cure for piles,
eczema, cuts, scalds, burns, sores and
skin diseases. Ireland's Pharmacy.
One, Nine, Naught, One.
Sexton I don't see how I am going to
strike the cipher when I ring in I'.toi.
I'arsmi That's casj ; ring one, nine,
strike the trustees for hack pay, and
thou hit the one.
Help is needed at once when a perA neglected
son's life is in danger.
cough or cold may soon become serious
and should be stopped at once. One
cures
Minute Cough Cure quickly
coughs and colds and the worst cases bf
choup, bronchitis,
grippe and other
throat and lung troubles.
Ireland's
Pharmacy.
Discretion.
"Whv have von given up practising
on the ilute?''
"I understand the man who moved
into the flat directly across from ours
used to bo one of tho best amateur
boxers in tho State." Exchange.
Many persons have had the experience of Mr. Peter Sherman, of North
Stratford, N. H., who says: "For years
I suffered torture from chronic indigestion, but Kodol Dyspepsia Cure made a
well man of me." It digests what you
eat and is a certain cure for dyspepsia
and every form of stomach trouble. It
gives relief at once even in the worst
cases, and can't help but do you good.
Ireland's Pharmacy.

Maxwell Land Grant

Santa Ke, N. M., December 7, l'JUO.
The honorable Board of County Coin
missloners met at 3 o'clock p. m., as pe.
Ihe call of the chairman.
Present: Hon. Charles W. Dudnnv,
chairman, and Hon. Agustin Maestas,
Commissioner, and Atanasio Romero,
clerk.
The matter of the alternative writ cf
mandamus
petitioned
against tlv?
board by Messrs. Hubbell & Co., wu.i
ordered referred tu K. C. Gortner, Esi ,
to make the return to the court in the
premises.
Whereas, demand ill writing has been
this day served upon this board by J.
H. Laughlin, Esq., attorney for Coler &
Chapman, for the making of a levy upon the taxable property in the county
of Santa Fe sufficient to discharge and
pay off the judgment of said Coler &
Chapman, for $134,000, against said
county, for coupons of railroad aid
bonds of said county, be it
Itesolved, That this board do meet 1.1
extra session on Monday, December k,
WOO, at 10 o'clock a. m
for the consideration of said demand, and that tlie
citizens' committee heretofore appointed by this board to assist it in its negotiations in regard tu the indebtedness of the county, be requested to be
present, and to advise with the board in
the premises, as well as to discuss ways
and means of meeting the present crisis
in tlft- county's affairs.
The" following proclamation for election of justices of the peace and constables for the different precincts of the
county was then Issued as follows,
Office of the Board of County Commissioners, Santa Fe County, N. M.:
Santa Fe, N. M., December 7,
election of the qualified voters of
the County of Santa Fe, in the Territory of New Mexico, is hereby called to
take place on the second Monday in
January, 1901, being the 14th day of
said month, within the several precinc:s
in said county, for the purpose of electing one justice of the peace and 0111
constable in each and every precinct of
said county as prescribed by law. Thu
said election will be held during th?
hours prescribed by law, in the several
precincts in the county, and in the voting places hereinafter designated, and
will be conducted by the following
judges of election as hereinafter designated.
CHAS. W. DUDROW,
Chairman.
Attest:
ATANASIO ROMERO,
Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners.
Precinct No. 1 Deluvino Romero,
Jose de Jesus Ortiz, Julian Ortiz, at the
school house of district No. 1.
Precinct No. 2 Romulo Kenavides,
Ramon Jimines, Miguel Abeytta, at the
house of Hipolito Dominguez.
Precinct No. 3 Francisco Gonzales y
Chaves, Jesus M. Gonzales and Colle-tanChaves, at the house of Pablo
1900.--A-
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ACRES OF LAND
. . FOR SALE. .

, FARNJIjMG LAJiDS UJMDER IIRIGATIOfi

SYSTEfy

In tracts zo acres and upward, with perpetual water rights cheap, and on eas
terms of 20 annual payments with 7 per cent interest. Alfalfa, Grain and Fruit of al
kinds grow to perfection.

CHOICE

PRAIRIE OR

GIAZIflG LAJiDS.

OUJiTAI

Well watered and with good shelter, interspersed with fine ranches suitable
raising grain and fruits. In size of tracts to suit purchaser.
FOR LEASE, for long term of years, fenced or unfenced
, LARGE PASTURES
shipping facilities over two railroads.

GOLD MINES.
On this Grant, near its western boundary, are situated the Gold
Mining Districts
of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where mines have been successfully onerated for 2t
years, and new rich discoveries were made in 1895 in the vicinity of the new camps
of Hematite aud Harry Bluff, as rich as any camp in Colorado, but with lots of as
ytt
uniocaiea grjuna, open: o prospectors on similar terms to, and as favorable as, the

United States Government Laws and Regulations.
Stage leaves every morning, except Sundays, from Springer for these camps.
TITLE PERFECT, founded on United States Patent, and confirmed by decision
of the U. S. Supreme Court.
For further particulars and pamphlets apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co.,
RATON, NEW MEXICO

THE ALAMEDA
RANCH RESORT

In

the Land

of

Sunshine

RATES FROW $10 TO $14 PER WEEK

This Climate
is Rapidly

Soon After the Event.
Situated about a mile and a half north
of tho town of Las Cruces, the county
"Won't you gives me your new baby
Growing
scat of Dona Ana Coftr.ty, which has a
brother, Nellie?" asked a visitor of a
little
miss.
population of 3,500, telegraph lines,
'
banks, physicians, etc. Altitude, rs.ST.'s
"No, indeed!-- replied Nellie. "I want
in
the
feet.
Tho ideal climate.
Hrilliiint
htm to play with. But I'll get you a
sunny days and crisp nights, with dry
piece of paper and you can cut a pattern
summer
air.
The
off him."
heat, tempered by tli'o
Exchange
Favor
shade of the giant cot ton woods
altitude,
"For three days and nights I suffered
surrounding THE ALAMEDA, and extreme dryness is pleasant and enjoyagony untold from an attack of cholera
morbus brought on by eating cucumable; and on the warmest days there 'is
of the
an exhileration in the atmosphere.
The
bers," says M. E. Lowther, clerk of the
"I
nights are never too warm for refreshdistrict court, Centervllle, Iowa..
On the main linn of the
ing slumber.
thought I should surely die, and tried a
Physicians
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Ke Railway,
dozen different medicines, but all to no
and best reached by that road from all
purpose. I sent for a bottle of Champoints north, east and west. Rooms of
of this
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Sevgood size, comfortably furnished.
No. 4 Julian Vigil, Cosme
Precinct
enme
relieved
and
doses
eral
hundred feet of wide, open cement
three
Remedy
the
house
at
Francisco
Lopez,
Alarid,
A.
Table
Is
for
sale
bountifully supplied
proches.
tirely." This remedy
by
of Evaristo Lucero.
with the best of eatables.'
C. Ireland.
Country
Packing
house meats only are used. Fresh eggs.
Precinct No. 5 Pedro Lopez, Emite-ri- o
anil
milk
atschool
cream.
Courteous
the
at
Jose
in
Jersey
Rivera,
Montoya,
Always Sight.
tention shown guests.
as a
"Woll, anyway, you didn't havo a house of district No. 5.
Precinct No. C Roman Padilla, Nicochaperoon to constantly keep an cyo on
you when you took Miss llighnoto to las Narvaez and Andres C. de Baca, at
the opora, did you?"
Health
the house of Santiago Leyba.
Horses and carriages
Arrangements for accom"Yes, I did; tho man 1 rented the
7 Charles , Closson,
No.
Precinct
for rent ot reasonable
modations .should be made
dress suit fronit"
rates.
in
advance, and notice of
and
Richard
Narvaez
Francisco
Green,
Croquet, piano, indoor
arrival given,
expected
Resort
when guests will bo met at
irnnies. and maguzines.
When you want a pleasant physic try at the office of the justice of the peace.
Fine rifles for shooting.
(lie Ihe railroad station and
8 Antonio J. Ortiz,
No.
Precinct
Stomnew
Chamberlain's
the
Small (ianm in plenty.
remedy,
transferred to The Alameda.
F. Pino, Francisco H. Silva, at
ach and Liver Tablets. They are easy
the
school
house.
to take and pleasant In effect. Price, 25
Precinct No. 9 Antonio Gomez, Ancents. Samples free at Ireland's drug
store.
tonio Medina, Nepomueeno Valencia, at
the house of Felipe Casados.
Bound,
Precinct No.
English, W. W.
"Come on, old man!"
Atchison, Juan Nieto, at the company
"No, I'm under bonds to keep tho house.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
peace."
Precinct No. 11 Nicolas Montoya,
"Bonds?"
"Yes; the bonds of matrimony, you Ramon Armijo, J. D. Hart, at the house
of Cornello Montoya.
know." Detroit Journal.
Precinct No. 12 Jose Leon Madrll,
TABLETS ARE
ACKER'S DYSPEPSIA
Crlstoval Sena, Guadalupe Sanchez, at
A
ON
SOLD
the house of Jose Leon Madrll.
Precinct No. 13 Luciano Lopez. John
Positive guarantee. Cures heart-burraising of the food, distress after eat- W. Harrison, Antonio S. Griego, at the
ing or any form of dyspepsia. One lit- house of J. W. Harrison.
Precinct No. 14 Anastacio Martinez,
tle tablet gives immediate relief. 25
r
cts. and 50 cts.
Romualdo Ortega, Eulogio Martinez, at
the house of Antonio Rafael de Aguero.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
Precinct No. 15 Anastacio Maestas,
A Remnant.
Facundo Martinez, Marcos Quintana, at
Alpha What's the point in referring the house of Jose Lujan.
to Miss Taylor's steady beau as a unslit?
Precinct No. 16 Francisco y Garcia,
Albert Because any. man can do a
Antonio A. Martinez, Antonio Valdez.
bungling job and even then cut him out.
at the house of Antonio A. Martinez.
Precinct No. 17 Albino Arias, Victor
Garcia and Genovevo Sandoval, at fireShows the state of your feelings and the men's hall.
All the conveniences of a metropolitan hotel are yours, If you are
state of your health as well. Impure
Precinct No. 18 Vicente Ortega, Leno
a sleeping-ca- r
passenger aboard the llnrlington's ChicagoSpocial.
blood makes itself apparent in a pale Romero, Sisto Manzanares,
at the
Press a button, and the porter will bring you almost anything
and sallow complexion, Pimples and house of the late Larkln Read.
want
or can think of a newspaper, a magazine, a pillow, or
you
Skin Eruptions. If you are feeling
H bottlo of Apeilonaris.
Precinct No. 19 Gus Johnson, Abel
do not have a Garcia, Dan Anderson, at the house of
weak and worn out
Leaves Denver 4 p. 111. for Omaha, Peoria, Chicago, St.
healthy appearance, you should try the office of the justice of the peace.
Joseph, Kansas City and St. Louis. Another good train
Acker's Blood Elixir. It cures all blood
Precinct No. 20 Jose Ascension Silva,
leaves at 10 p. in.
diseases where cheap Sarsaparillae and Partino Nieto, James Carruthers, at the
Tralii for lilack Hills, Montana, and Puget Sound leaves
30'called purifiers fall; knowing this, school house.
Denver 1,30 p. 111.
we Bell every bottle on a positive guarThe board adjourned subject to the
antee.
Tickets at Ofliccs of Connecting Lines.
call of the chairman.
.
.
.
.
:
Denver OIlUc
For sale at Fischer1! drug store.
CHARLES W. DUDROW,
seventeenth SI.
Chairman.
VV.
G.
Export and Import.
VALLEBY, Gknehaj. Agent.
"For some reason unknown to mo Miss ATANASIO ROMERO,
Clerk.
Winters is very distant tonight."
"Probably you have been giving her
another or those
compliments
Among the tens of thousands who
of yours.
have used Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for colds and la grippe during the
MOKI TEA POSIVIVELY CURES SICK
past few years, to our knowledge, not a
HEADACHE,
single case has resulted in pneumonia.
Indigestion and constipation. A delight- Thos. Whitfield & Co., 240 Wabash aveful herb drink. Removes all eruptions nue, Chicago, one of the most promiof the skin, producing a perfect comnent retail druggists in that city, In
plexion, or money refunded. 25 cts. and speaking of this, says: "We recommend
r,c cts.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for la
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
grippe fn many cases, as it not only
gives prompt and complete recovery,
love Was Blind.
but also counteracts any tendency of la
Clara Dora has had somo sore disapgrippe ot result In pneumonia." For
pointment. She says she will never sale by Ireland.
have faith in man again.
Marie I know what that is. She lias
A Name Explained.
just learned that tho cyo with which
Mr. Dashby has beon winking at her
Evchanirn Editor Tho lendinir Lon
f A
for some time Is a glass one.
don funny journal has the naninVSpare' ess I
1
Moments.''' Call It that, 1 suppose, be- ACKER'S ENGLISH REMEDY WILL STOP
cause tho English are expected to joke;
A COUGH
only 10 idle hours,
Tho Pivragrapher They call it "Sp ro
At any time, and will cure the worst
Moments" because tho readers must
cold in twelve hours, or money refundhavo plnnty of thno to study out the
ed. 25 cts. and 60 cts.
point In those English jokes.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
Reminglpn Jy pewriter lasfslqngcsT. SodoefoeMnglon
For sprains, swellings and lameness
wyuwn, jeumana x uciieuici,
orooawcry, new TOrK
and
so
cards,
Chamberas
Engraved visiting
there is nothing
elegant
good
g;
at low prices
at the New Mexican loin's Pain Balm, Try It. For sale by
A. C, Ireland.
Printing office.
1645 Champa
Denver, Colo.V
o

Bor-reg-

W. E. BAKER, Manager,
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All

Comforts of Home

Your Face

1

m .TOGETHER
1

3

PllllX

r

llhe

Street,

jM

HOMEWARD

ESTABLISHED 1859

ABE COLD

Santa Fe Filigree

GOLD 8 OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
AND GENERAL STORE
DEALER IN

Indian and Mexican
Curios

" t

Will make a Special Sale for the holidays of the following goods:

rexican

exico and

Washington.
A dispatch from Washington in the
Mfg. Co.
Sunday papers says: "Gov. Otero, who
has, with a number of New Mexico
politicians, been attending the Washington centennial celebration, has left
for home, accompanied by Daniel IX.
McMillan, the newly appointed associate justice of the territory.
SILVER FILIGREE
Governor Otero says that there is no
chance for securing statehood for Now
Mexico at this session of congress, b'il
is encouraged to believe that it will be
Mgr. granted by the
congres?.
Palace Ave., Griffin Bldg., near Plaza
In January he will, with the approval
of the territorial council, appoint a non.
partisan committee of fourteen prominent New Mexico citizens, of which ho-'
will be chairman, to work foi
W.
. h WOODWARD,
statehood. The last election eliminated
the race Issue from New Mexican politics, and removed the only objection
that has been urged against statehood.
B. S. Rodey, accomDelegate-eleShelby St., Opp. Exchange Hotel, Santa Fe.
panied the New Mexico party, and visited the various departments in the inSpecial attention paid to the deter- terest of his constituents, with Govern
minerals
and
of
mination
unknown
or Otero. Mr. Rodey anticipates se lur
chemic! analysis of same. Correct reing statehood In the next congress.
sults guaranteed.

Jewelry

N.M0NDRA60N,

fifty-seven- th

MINOR CITY TOPICS.

Blankets

JACOB WELTMER,

Jicarillo and San Carlos Apache and

AND

Many Other Indian and Mexican
Goods, Too Numerous

tl

ary

Local merchants are decorating their
PERIODICALS,
show windows very attractively for
SCHOOL BOOKS,
Christmas.
SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
Train No. 2 from the west on the
STATIONERY SUNDRIES, ETC. Santa Fe railroad was two hours late
this afternoon.
Books not in stock ordered at eastern
prices, and subscriptions received for

all periodicals.

to Mention
Percival Brooks Coffin,

.HANGING PROM

5c to 25c Each

164

La Salle Street, Chicago, Ills.

GOVERNMENT AND

AT THE

MU-

NICIPAL BONDS.

OfiLY OIGIfiAL

"OLDCUHIOSITYSHOr
TIIS

PERSONAL MENTION.

CITY

COR. SAN FRANCISCO ST. AND BURRTALLEY

Mrs. W. D.

Arrighi returned

to

A'hu-querq-

this afternoon.
Easley went to Bland this
forenoon by the overland route.
Mrs. C. Padilla and little soin George
Fred, left for Ciudad Juarez, Mexico,
yesterday.
Hon. M. R. Otero returned this afternoon from a .trip to Albuquerque n.'iri
Los Lunas.
A. S. Wheeler, of Las Vegas, traveling for a hardware house, is in the city
on a business trip.
Ross McMillan, the stalwart son of
Judge Daniel H. McMillan, has returned from a trip to the southern part
nf the territory.
Governor Otero expects to visit
Wheeling, W. Va., before returning to
Santa Fe. He is expected to arrive here
next Saturday evening.
George A. Crawford,
drug clerk in
Ireland's drug store, left this forenoon
for Mitchell, Ind. He will rerun in
about a month with a bride.
Col. J. Frank Chaves, who very liki'j'
will be president of the legislative council at the coming session, visited White
Oaks and Lincoln during the past week
on legal business.
Hon. Carl A. Dalies, member of the
assembly from Valencia county, expects to visit the capital during the
coming week.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, now in New
York, was invited to attend the.national
capital centennial celebration at Washington on December 12, as
of New Mexico, but business enRHgt.-menmade it impossible for him to be
present.
D. G. Barth, formerly of this city, is
here onhis way from Prescott, Ariz.,
to his old home at Augusta, Kan.
He
r,
will stop off at Denver to visit his
Mrs. Ollnger. Mr. Barth Is now an
engineer on. a railroad In Arizona.
Hon. C. F.

H. B. CARTWMGHT & BRO.

4

No.

BAKERY.

SOUTH SIDE OF PLAZA.

Groceries, Feed and Crockery.
Sterling

Silver, .925 Fine, Bon Bon Olive and Sugar Spoons,
Gold

Bowls, Eacn 81.25.
SEE OUR

SEE OUR

Fine Cigars by the box.
Cigarettes, Stogies,
Little Cigars and Cheroots.
High Grade Tobacco.
Pipes and Cigar Holders.
Tobacco Pouches and Boxes.

lfc China Bargains.
liic China Bananzas.
.Taspar Ware, Like Wedgewood.
Souvenir China, Santa Fe Scenes.
Rich Cut Glass.
Louwelsa Pottery, equals Rookwood.

Finest Lot ol mince meat,

Spices, Peels, Raisins

ana

Nuts.

SEE OUR

SEE OUR

StufCed Olives in Glass,

Green Vegetables.
oranges and Bananas.
Fresh Coc'anuts.
Espanola Dried Prunes.
s
in fancy boxes.
French Toilet Soap.

Bulk Olives and Pickles.
Catsup, Sauces and Relishes.
Fancy Waiters and Biscuits.
Home-mad- e
Fruit Cake.
Oyster or Soda Crackers, Box

Bon-bon-

ts

10c.

FRESH OYSTERS. CRANBERRIES. POULTRY.

THE

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.
-

Renovated and Refurnished Throughout
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Men
NEW MEXICO

SANTA FE
laf-Sol-

Agent for Silver King Whisky.

THE OXFORD CLUB.
J. E. LACOME, Proprietor.

WlflES, LIQUORS AJiD CIGARS.
POOL AND BILLIARD TABLES.

Santa Fe

Gunther's Candies,
Eastman's Kodak's,
Hurd's Stationery,

New Mexico.

i

The Santa Fe railroad has granted a
rate for the holionerfare round-tri- p
days for all points in New Mexico.
Pay your taxes before January 1 next
and benefit by the rebate of 5 per cent
allowed by law on all taxes now due
paid before that date.
The Charles Wagner Furniture Company has ordered a car load of hardware, and will put in a complete iaio i.'f
hardware in their furniture store.
Don Gaspar avenue, between San
Francisco and Water streets, needs tho
A
attention of the city council
good sidewalk and crossings should bo
laid.
At the Exchange: E. Edwards,
E. H. Van Gundy, Macon, Hi.;
John Van Gundy and wife, Decatur; G.
E. Barth, Prescott, Ariz.; O. Hand I'M,
Denver, Colo.
The funeral of the infant daughter of
T. B. A. Ward took place this afternoon. Interment was made in Fairview
cemetery. Charles Wagner was the funeral director.
It Is street talk that "financial transactions" are to help to unseat Mr. Easley. However, this coming year may
prove rather disastrous to such attempted "transactions."
Probate Clerk Atanasio Romero today recorded a lis pendens against M!
chael O'Neill for $785.50 on the Tom
Paine and Golden Eagle mine properties in the Cerrillos district.
A local barber last week gave a
stranger a hair cut and a shave and
$4.50 in change for a $2 bill. By the an e
the barber caught on to his mistake the
stranger had gambled away the money.
Deputy Sheriff C. R. Huber returned
last evening from Las Vegas, whe-- e
he placed Edward Davis and Juan Dies
de Montano, both of Cerrillos, in the insane asylum.
W. J. Slaughter's horse ran away last
evening on Johnson street. Mr. Slaughter's family had just left church, nd
was getting ready to get into the carriage when the horse started. It was
caught soon afterward, but had managed to break the shafts and otherwise
damage the carriage.
The sidewalk on Washington avenue
to the Palace hotel and to Mrs. Busoh'E
boarding house needs repairing, and
that greatly. So does the sidewalk
around the Griffin corner. These repairs
should be made for the good of all concerned, and persons who rent property
and offices there should demand these
repairs from the property owners.
At the Palace: E. S. Waddles, :?t. Joseph; L. Blumenthal, New York; Mar-ro- n
Gaylord, Washington, D. C. ; S. Kir
by, Denver, Colo.; Cloyd M. Chapman,
Dolores; R. V. Chapman, Chicago; T.
C. Saxon, G. S. Stieirs. Antonito; Ross
McMillan, Santa Fe; C. E. Doll, Santa
Fe; A. S. Wheeler, Las Vegas; .T. G.
Wing, St. Joseph, Mo.; F. H. M.'Uee,
Denver; H. H. Kesaler, Denver.
There are some very funny, phases In
the election contests that were recently
brought. In Cerrillos precinct, Sheriff
KinseTl and Antonio J. Ortiz, contestants, charge grave and serious frauds;
in Madrid precinct, which gave Kinsel!
a majority, he charges no such frauds,
but his running mate, who was betvton
In that precinct, charges such. When
the Kinsell ox is not gored, frauds are
not charged. Sabe.
t
i The fact that the New Mexican Print
ing Company did not receive the contract for the legislative printing, although its bid was absolutely at cost1
slmpjuy tokeep the work here, employ
printers and help business, will knock
the printers here out of about $1800
worth of wages and merchants out of
that much trade. And still there are
jackals in human form here who rejoice
at this and do everything they can to
hurt the town, Its trade, its advancement and its progress.
Deputy Sheriff W. E, Griffin on Satfor
urday arrested Jose Nazaria-Garclindecent behavior on the streets, lie
having annoyed pupils of the Lor-ttacademy and a number of other women. Judge Garcia
sentence!
to pay a fine of $75 and costs, in default
of which he will have to serve ninety
days in the county Jail.
Population of New Mexico .Towns.
The population of certain incorporated places in New Mexico having a pop.
ulation of more than 2000 is as follows:
Albuquerque, 6238; Gallup, 2946; ICnst
Las Vegas, 8552; Raton, 3540; Roswell,
2006; Santa Fe, R603; Stiver City, 2735".
e;

Highest price paid for school
bonds, township bonds, city
or county bonds in New
Mexico.
Offerings solicited.

IJY

FOR REAPPOINTMENT.
Col.'N. S. Walpole, of Pueblo, CV.o.,
has been recommended by the committee on Indian affairs for reappointment
as agent of the Jicarilla Indian agency
in Rio Arriba county.
INDIAN MINERAL LANDS.
Representative Waters, of California,
has Introduced a bill in the nous? of
representatives authorizing the Navajo
and Moqui Indians in Arizona and New
Mexico to lease mineral lands upon
their reservations on a royalty plan.
TERRITORIAL FUNDS.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
has received the following remittances:
J. L. Perea, collector of Bernalillo
county, $2.56 of 1895 taxes, $4.28 of 1893
taxes, $38.62 of 1899 taxes, $525.01 of 1900
taxes, of which $214.64 is for territorial
purposes and $100.88 for territorial Institutions. From J. L. Burnside, collector of Grant county, $31.32 of 1895
taxes, $6.07 of 1896 taxs, $12.13 of 1S97
taxes, $G2.80 of 1898 taxes, $114.81 of 1899
taxes, of which $57.09 is for territorial
purposes and $26.70 for territorial
From Abran Abeyta, collector
of Socorro county, $42.33 of 1899 taxes,
$414.30 of 1900 taxes, of which $l'i?.80 is
for territorial purposes and $85.14 for
territorial institutions. From William
M. Robins, collector of Sierra county,
$(3.10 of 1899 taxes, and $198.02 of 1900
taxes, of which $79.66 is for territorial
purposes and $41.15 for territorial pur-

s's-te-

FOR SALE The chance of a lifetime
$4000 stock
of general merchandise
and twenty acres of orchard;
very
choicest fruits; very best kinds apple,
pear, peach, plum, quinces and small
fruits; all planted since 1886; all In bearing; in ordinary Beason will
120,000 pounds of fruit; we net l'& cents
a pound; fine market; another place cf
thirteen acres and a house go with the
trade, and forty acres of pasture land
not under ditch;
g
w.ttef,
and all you wish; store sates all cash;
over $7000 a year at 25 per cent profit;
this place is situated In a lovely valW
of about 20ft acres; surrounded by beia-tlfu- l
mountains; there is no better
health resort on the continent;
Ideal climate; fine bathing, boating an I
fishing; land all runs to the water edg?
of the Rio Grande del Norte; place is
named "Rose Cottage," and is an idoal
cottage home; plenty of vines, trea,
kinds of roses;
flowers; twenty-tw- o
most all of the household goods, Involuting piano, go with the trade; beds
stoves, carpets, furniture, dishes, etc
absolutely the very best climate for
consumptive and asthmatic trouble;
price, $8000 cash; established in l&So.
Thomas McQuiston, Rinconado, N. AT.
pro-luc-

never-fallin-

The New Mexican Printing company
has a new gasoline engino, two and one
half horse power, for sale at a bargain.
Embossed paper and envelopes to
match are a nice present for the holiYou can secure them at a very
days.
reasonable rate and in elegant stylo at
tho New Mexican office.

-
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to-d-

The Tenth Annual Convention

of the New Election

Wexioo'O.'E. Union,

10:25,
10:40,

report

of

secretary-treasure-

C.

BACA.

r;

10:45,
committees;
appointing
.song; 10:50, conference concerning the
next convention; address, "Christian
Endeavor Work in New Mexico," Rev.
J. D. Eaton, Chihuahua.
Saturday afternoon, Decembei 3 2
p. m., devotional exercises; 2:15, address, "Junior Work;" 2:30, general discussion; 2:40, address, "Spanish Christian Endeavor Work," Rev. M. D. J.
Sanchez, Mogate, Colo.; 2:55, general
discussion; 3:05, music; 3:15, address,
"Twentieth Century Citizenship;" 1:30,
general discussion; 3:40, reports from
societies; 4:00, music; 4:05, reports of
committees, election of officers.. '
De
Saturday evening, December 293:30
to 7:30, reception for visiting delegates

Hon. M. C. de Baca, superintendent of
public instruction of New Mexico, lias
completed his annual report. He received the annual reports of all the
county school superintendents and of
the superintendents of all the territorial
educational institutions, except tho?o of
the president of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Ai ts,
the Normal University at Las Vegas
and the University of Albuquerque.
Reference of these institutions is therefore necessarily omitted from the superintendent's report. There are 5SE
379
school districts in the.,. .territory.
male and 292 female school teachers; an
enrollment of 17,986 male and 13.524 female pupils In the public schools; an
average daily attendance of 10,994 male
and 8457 female pupils; a school population of 28,480 males and 24,528 females
between the ages of 5 and 21. The average length of the school term is almost
five months. The total receipts in the
territory for public school purpnHus In
the past fiscal year were $300,924 lit expenditures, $202,882.53, leaving a ba untie
of $98,042.11.
For teachers' salaries.
$146,746.46 were expended
during the
year, or about $220 per teacher, or .6Q
per month for the time taught.
;

of

ANA COUNTY.

WaterHOommissionera

Organ

Now a Money Order Office.
Oscar Snow, S. P. Stewart and Nica- nor Guerra have been elected acequia
commissioners of the Mesllia ditch at
Las Cruces.
W. J, Robeson has returned to Organ
from an extended trip to Florida, Georgia and South Carolina. While In Georgia he was married to Miss Jennie
Stewart. Mrs, Robeson will Join her
husband at Organ the latter part of
this month.
T W Cnnr and feimllv
nt fferan Viai-gone to Lordsburg, where Mr. Cook ha;--:
a contract to build a number of cot
tages for miners in that section.
W. B. Webb, of Rincon, who nns
charge of the railroad yards at that
place, has been transferred to a section
below Mesflla. Charles Mayner, of Va1
ley View, Tex., will take his place at
Rincon.
The government
has instituted i
money order department in the
at Organ.
L. Lapoint, Jr., has returned to La
Cruces from Morenel, Ariz., and intends
to onen a new saloon at Lns Crimes.
The friends of F. H. Mills and wi,"o
in Las Cruces received the sad news of
the death of Mrs. Mills, which occurred
at her home in Florence, Ont. Mr. an.i
Mrs. .Mills resided in Las Cruces f
two years, in the hopes of recovering their health, Mr. Mills having
lunglrouble and Mrs. Mills heart disease. ; Last October they gave up the
battle and returned to their home in
Canada, where Mrs. Mills survived but
a few days after her arrival there.
Mrs. Anna C. G. Woodworth, wife oi
Oscar Woodworth of Las Cruces, died
last week. Mr. and Mrs. Woodworth
came to Las Cruces a year and a half
ago for Mrs. Woodworth's health. Mr.
Woodworth returned with the rema'nu
to Trenton, N. J.
iB

The following is the provisional program of the tenth annual convention
of the New Mexico Christian Endeavor '
Union, which will be held In the Presbyterian church at Santa Fe op. December 28 to 30:
Friday Evening, December 287:30,
devotional exercises; 7:45, addrens of
welcome, Rev, W. A. Cooper, of San' a
Fe; response, President C. W. Ward, of
Albuquerque; 7:55, music; 8:00, address,
"Soul Saving," Rev. Bruce Ktimcy,
8:30, music; 8:35, address, "Twentieth
Century Churches," Rev. P. A. Simpkin
of Gallup.
Saturday morning, December 299:30,
quiet hour, led by Rev. W. T. Fa'.chell,
of Pueblo, Colo.; 10:00, song; 10:05, pres.
Ident's annual address; 10:20, song;

at the Presbyterian church;

7:30, devo-

tional exercises; 7:45, music; 7:50, address, "London, 1900," Rev. J. D. Eaton,
of Chihuahua, Mex.; 8:25, music: S:S0.
address, "Twentieh Century Christian
Endeavor Societies," W. E. Sweet, of
Denver, Colo.
Sunday morning, December 30 Regular church services.
Sunday afternoon! December 301:30
to 3:30, session at the penitentiary, addresses by Rev. Messrs. Sanchez, Ren-doEaton and Sweet; 3:00 to 4:09 junior rally. First Presbyterian chjrch,
address by Rev. W. T. Patchell, of Pueblo, Colo.
Sunday evening 6:45, regular Christian Endeavor service; 7:30, devotional
exercises; 7:45, convention sermon, Rev.
W. T. Patchell, of Pueblo, Colo.- - 8:15.
music; 8:20, consecration service, led by
Mr. Sweet.
SALESMEN wanted to sell our goods
by sample to wholesale and retail trade.
We are the largest and only manufacturers in our line In the world. Liberal
Mfg.
salary paid. Address, CAN-DECo., Savannah, Ga.
n,

X

a

poit-offi-

ce

O. S. 'Weather ureau Notes.
Forocast for Now Mexico: Fair tonight and Tuesday.
Saturday the thermometer
as follows: Maximum temperature, 47

uc- Acg.cuo, oil u.uu p. ui., uiiuioiuiii,
The .mean temin.
24 hours was 38 de-

irees, at 5:30 a.
perature for the

Mean daily humidity 38 per cent.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 50
degrees, at 3:40 p. ui.; minimum, 24 de-

grees.

crees, at 4:20 a. m. The moan temperature for tho 24 hours was 37 degrees,
mean daily humidity, 39 per cent;
Temperature at 6:00 a. in. today, 38.

For Sale.
Fine chickens and Belgian hares;
ticulars at Fischer Drug Co's.

par-

Ranch For Sale.
Beautiful line of Dress
About 180 acres at Los Luceros, unHats and Ready-to-wea- r
der ditch with plenty of water, two
GRIEVANCES OF MINERS.
story house, out houses corral and
Shapes !at Greatly Reetc.
stables, '3,000;frult4rces
Gallup Miners Organize and a Strike is A bargain, also a business house on San
duced Prices for
Francisco St. Apply atthls office.
Anticipated.
The miners' strike at Gallup has not
Hares.
Twenty Days.
Belgian
yet materialized. The meeting for orFine young stock ndw for sale, also a
ganization held last Sunday afternoon few Breeding Does bred to "Banbury
was secret, and nothing has been given Boy" Score 03. Prices very reasonable.
B. Plymouth
ourtiy the miners or their leaders. It Eggs from thoroughbred
Rocks, $1.00 per 13. Wm. Strover,
seems sure, however, that an organiza
&
Southeast Corner Plaza.
Kabbitry
Poultry Farm.
tion will be effected, and the probability
Is that at an early day a grievance
committee will lay before the coal com.,
panies the claims of the miners.
There has been considerable agitat'on
for months concerning, the matter of
and strike.
The miners'
grievances center in the matter of
weights, powder, oil and scrip payment.
Throughout the district the miners nil
a long ton for a short ton, and their
claim Is that a dockage much In excess
of this Btandard agreement Is made by
the companies. For this rea3-.they are
ill be found a full line of
desirous of securing the pr'.vliege of
Imported wines for family trade.
who
have
shall
the
employing weighers
Orders by telephone will be promptly filled.
use of the scale house with the coal
companies' weighers, and sea that correct weights are registered. There is a
disposition on the part of some of the
in the
miners to ask for an lnirei
price per ton, but as the rave of tonnage Is about as high as in any district
STOCK.
BRAND NEW. WELL
in the west, the question will be thoroughly debated before tho demand for
increase on this point is prenyl fed. The
mlneis also claim that the charges for
powder and oil, the former in particular, are too high. Four dollars per keg
for powdefls the established rice, and
$1.20 pel5" gallon for miners' pi'. There
Is a very strong nucleus of union miners there, and It seems certain thdt they
will bring the majority of the mmeis
into the organization.
The men are
guarding at this time the standing of
affairs, but the next week will probably
disclose positive action on their Dart.
The companies anticipate a strike. '
J. If. McMANIGAT., Practical Embalmer
Embossed Initial note paper and envelopes at the New Mexican office, suitable for holiday gifts.

the

next

Miss A. Mugler.

Table Wines!

ore PLACE
W. M

99

Price. Prop
SELECTED

CHAS; WAGNER
FURNITURE CO.

1

Etnbalmer and

Funeral Director.
tiiasswc

Life Insurance policies , bought for
cash or loaned on. Earl E. Sldebottom,
J. 5
Santa Fe, N. M.
SANTA FE IMPROVEMENTS.

Considerable Money Will be Spent on
Them West of Albuquerque.
The lines of the Santa Fe system west
of Albuquerque will be greatly improved
during the year 19C1. The Santa
will ballast 50 miles of track with
volcanic cinders at an estimated cost of
stone arches over
850,000. Forty-tw- o
waterways will be built, costing about
875,000, and six bridges, all comparatively short, will be built, for about 835,000.
About 950,000 will be spent in the development of the water supply.
The Southern California branch of tho
system will build a large yard at Bars-toat a cost of about 875,000 and will
erect
bridge over the river at Los
Angeles for $105,000. Concrete arches
will bo built at various points on the
.
line.
The Santa Fe's new line to San. Francisco, known as the San Francisco and
San Joaquin Valley railroad, will expend
about $75,000 in Improvement of the terminal facilities near San Francisco and-Ithe erection of a wharf at Port

MB,

THE LEADING DRUG HOUSE OF SANTA FE.

llaviianacnina

TELEPHONE 112.
OLD STAND LOWER FRISCO ST.

.

The pew pieiico

roswell;

pitary institute,

NEW MEXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF SEW MEXICO ESTABLISHED
AND SUPPORTED BY THE TERRITORY.
Six Teachers (Men), and Matron.
,
New Buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and complete;
water-workconveniences.
all
iteam-heatebaths,
d,

s,

session.
Tuition, board, and laundry, a900 perRoswell
Is

a noted health
excellent people.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea.
of Roswell, and J. O. Cameron, of Eddy. For particulars address

Session Is three terms, thirteen weeks each.
3,700 feet above sea level;

resort,

Col. Jas. 6. Meadors.
Superintendent

IRELAND'S PHARMACY
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

DONA

inti-tution- s.

City council will meet this evening.
Square Chlckering piano for sale. Intfn
quire at the New Mexican office,
The Nashville Students will be at tlie
poses.
opera house on the evening of Janu ANNUAL REPORT OF HON. M.
2.

I Stati

BOOKS

Pima Indian Baskets

PROGRAM.

CONVENTION

MATTERS,

Governor Otero'anutfudge McMillan Leave
RECOMMENDED

and

ct

exico

flew

OFFICIAL

EHUD WIST.

Drawn Work

Jfavaio, Old

BOUND.

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

Choicest Brands Cigars,

Toilet Articles And Perfumes,
Full Line Leather Goods.

